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ABSTRACT
The significance of cloud interoperability has been highlighted both by industry and
academia. Attempts to resolve the issue of interoperability in cloud services by
developing open standards only partially eliminates the problem of seamless
integration of various architectural components to connect enterprise systems to
cloud services. Achieving interoperability requires rigorous analysis of existing
enterprise architectures and working out the best fit to include architecture principles
that will enable an impetus to the paradigm shift of cloud services.
Cloud computing solutions by cloud vendors have not been built with a focus on
interoperability (Sheth, et al 2010). Furthermore, vendor solutions lock the customers
in to unique vendor software data and software creation, thus creating vendorlocking situations for customers (McKendrick 2010). This is further accentuated by
the battle of vendors, like Amazon, Google, and Salesforce, and is not conducive to
moving to agreed standards for compatibility. The European Network and
Information Agency (ENISA) recognise the vendor locking problem, but it will have
to wait until international bodies such as the Cloud Computing Interoperability
Forum (CCIF) and the Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) deliver their
research findings.
From the preliminary readings in this research area, the writer identified that there is
no total interoperability among enterprise architecture, service oriented architecture
(SOA) and cloud services. Further definitions of these three domains are available in
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Chapter 3. The research further explored this gap via a questionnaire and established
that interoperability in cloud computing was a key issue and sometimes prevented
stakeholders from approving the implementation of cloud services. The responses
from

the

questionnaire

validated

the

need

to

establish

standards-based

interoperability models to provide much-needed connectivity to cloud services.
Based on the responses to the sample survey and the reviewed literature, this
research developed a research framework as documented in Chapter 3 as a
fundamental precursor to proposing a solution to the research gap.
Several research methodologies were evaluated to work out the best research
methodology to develop a novel enterprise governance-based architectural
interoperability in cloud computing. The novel model was achieved by leveraging
design research methods. Denning (1997) defines design science as a problemsolving paradigm. March and Smith (2006) articulate four general outputs of a
research design:
x

constructs;

x

models;

x

methods; and

x

instantiates.

This architectural model was validated via uses cases based on three implementation
models. The use cases were further validated via systems analysis modelling tools
underpinning universal modelling language (UML). The use case validation was
further tested via a survey sent to selected academics and industry experts who were

xii

either researching in the space of cloud interoperability or practising in the space of
integration in the provision of cloud services
While Chapter 1 has articulated the broad contributions of this thesis, this research
made specific contributions in the following areas:
x

a governance-based architecture model;

x

review of enterprise ICT architectures to include requesting platform
services, including protocols such as Extensible Mark-up Language (XML),
Web 2.0 protocols and open source connectors in the delivery of cloud
computing services;

x

review of enterprise ICT architectures to include cloud interoperability
brokers such as API gateway and iPaaS integrators in the delivery of cloud
computing services;

x

common services to be deployed by enterprises;

x

business efficiencies;

x

other benefits to enterprises; and

x

service level agreements.

A revisit of current industry practices in the deployment of cloud services and the
interoperability issues in the provision of cloud services along with scanning of the
academic literature since 2013 indicate the following:
x

Academic literature has concentrated on highlighting the issue of
interoperability while waiting on the standards bodies to articulate and

xiii

promulgate the standards required for a seamless integration of cloud services
and enterprise systems.
x

Industry literature provides many a solution on the interconnection of cloud
services with SOA, but no generic solutions have appeared for the
convergence of SOA, enterprise architecture and cloud services.

x

While enterprises have concentrated on the prototype, pilots and the
implementation of single vendor connections to cloud services to gain an indepth understanding and requirements of their respective strategic planning,
discussions with limited subject experts in practice indicate that the next steps
will be the inclusion of an enterprise governance-based architectural model to
include cloud services and its integration into mainstream enterprise
computing.

The proposed model puts forth as an enterprise governance-based architectural
model which includes a requesting platform of services component and a cloud
interoperability broker services component that allows the convergence of the three
domains: enterprise architecture, SOA and cloud services. Hence, this model caters
and supports the interoperation between and among enterprise architecture,
enterprise systems and cloud computing services.
Until further testing is carried out of use cases via proof of concept, it will be
difficult to establish the cost of the provision of these services via this model as well
as its technical and operational feasibility. Thus, this proposed architectural model
also provides an opportunity for the research community to validate their respective

xiv

application use cases against this model and provide comments and feedback to the
author.
A major contribution of this research is that while it commenced with the
development of an innovative architectural model to solve the interoperability issues
of the convergence of enterprise architecture, SOA and the cloud services in
response to the gap identified in the research framework, its final output is a creation
of a global solution for the enterprise systems to connect to cloud services via the
inclusion of two key components, namely, the requesting services and cloud
interoperability broker thus empowering enterprises to have governance over its
interoperability issues.
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1.
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Overview

This research study presents an innovative governance-based architectural
model to connect enterprise systems to multi-vendor cloud services. The
study addresses a problem identified earlier by Sutherland (Sutherland 2013)
and further confirmed by Sutherland and Chetty (2014) that there is a gap in
the academic literature on the convergence of cloud services; service
oriented architecture (SOA) and enterprise architecture. The abovementioned researched paper identified this gap while highlighting key
emerging themes in the literature on interoperability in the delivery of cloud
computing services. Such themes included market oriented architecture,
interoperability and disruptive technology, all of which are significant in the
management of risks, return on investments and service level agreements for
customers to transition to the cloud paradigm.
1.2

Interoperability and cloud computing services

Interoperability is defined as “a measure of the degree to which diverse
systems or components can work together successfully. More formally,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineering Engineers and
International Organization for Standardization define interoperability as the
ability for two or more systems or applications to exchange information and
mutually use the information that has been exchanged. To be more concrete,
in the context of cloud computing, interoperability should be viewed as the
1

capability of public clouds, private clouds, and other diverse systems within
the enterprise to understand each other’s application and service interfaces,
configuration, forms of authentication and authorisation, data formats etc. in
order to cooperate and interoperate with each other.” (Cloud Standards
Customer Council 2014).
The significance of cloud interoperability has been highlighted both by
industry and academia. Attempts to resolve the issue of interoperability in
cloud services by developing open standards only partially eliminates the
problem of seamless integration of various architectural components to
connect enterprise systems to cloud services. Achieving interoperability
requires a rigorous analysis of existing enterprise architectures and working
out the best fit to include architecture principles that will enable an impetus
to the paradigm shift of cloud services.
Cloud computing solutions by cloud vendors have not been built with a
focus on interoperability (Sheth, et al 2010). Furthermore, vendor solutions
lock customers in to unique vendor software data and software creation,
thus creating vendor-locking situations for the customers (McKendrick
2010). This is further accentuated by the battle of vendors like Amazon,
Google, and Salesforce which is not conducive to moving to agreed
standards for compatibility. The European Network and Information
Agency (ENISA) recognise the vendor lock problem. It will have to wait
until international bodies such as the Cloud Computing Interoperability

2

Forum (CCIF) and the Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) deliver
their research findings.
SOA is an enabling technology that supports the interoperability of
applications to cloud services because of the nature of the protocols that it
shares with cloud services. The service oriented cloud computing
architecture utilises cloud computing technologies to create interoperability
between SOA and cloud computing. However, to ensure interoperability
between and among enterprise architecture, SOA and cloud services occurs,
an enterprise governance-based architectural model is needed, and hence the
focus of this research project.
While there are many definitions of cloud computing, the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines cloud computing as ‘a model
for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared
pool of configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage
applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort or service provider interaction’ (Mell 2011).
This definition describes cloud computing as having:
x

five characteristics (on-demand self-service, broad network access,
resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measures services);

x

four deployment models (private clouds, community clouds, public
clouds and hybrid clouds); and

x

three service models (software as a service (SaaS), platform as a
Service (PaaS); and infrastructure as a service (IaaS)).
3

All of the above are described in detail in Chapter 3 (Literature Review) of
this thesis.
Cloud computing is a shift away from computing as a purchased item to
computing as a service with the emphasis on ‘pay as you use’; hence it has
utility-focused service delivery.
In cloud computing, the most significant interacting components are those
which belong to the cloud service customers and which interact with
components of the cloud service providers. The nature of the interaction is a
network connection using a prescribed interface or application programming
interface (API). There are typically multiple separate interfaces, each
dealing with a different aspect of the cloud services. The APIs drive
interoperability across every level of cloud computing whenever or
wherever there is a need to interconnect to other systems, networks and/or
data.
1.3

Motivation

The key finding of the reviewed literature is in the area of interoperability of
secure APIs and protocols. The emergence of SOA as an enabling
technology forms the basis of highly flexible and reusable services by
allowing users and developers to display discrete pieces of functionality. As
this thesis focuses on the emerging need for secure APIs and protocols for
the interoperability of enterprise systems to cloud services, the author’s
research utilises existing application architectures such as SOA and current

4

and emerging APIs that are used as building blocks in the deployment of
cloud to create an enterprise governance-based architectural model.
The key components of this innovative architecture model are requesting
platform services and a cloud interoperability broker, both of which are
discussed in detail in Chapter 5 (Enterprise Governance Architecture) of this
thesis. The requesting platform services basically hold the various protocols;
APIs and standards that it needs to govern its enterprise cloud architecture.
The broker component connects to cloud services via enterprise-owned API
hub and/or iPaaS integrators such as Mules Soft or Informatics, while at the
same time leveraging the power of the requesting platform services. The
following conceptual diagram (Figure 1.1) illustrates how the platform
requesting services and broker act as intermediaries in this innovative model.

Figure 1.1: Innovative architecture for cloud services

5

1.4

Survey – Readiness of enterprises to migrate to cloud services

in the ACT.
Asia Cloud Computing Association’s surveys in 2014 and 2016 reveal that
the uptake of migration to cloud services in the Asia–Pacific region has
increased substantially since 2014. It is evident that as data becomes the
future currency of the digital economy, seamless flow of data through cloud
services

will

become

the

mainstream

technology.

Furthermore,

interoperability in cloud computing will become central to the readiness of
migrating to cloud services.
The significance of the study was further established via a sample survey
(Sutherland and Chetty 2014). Chapter 2 (Rationale for Research in
Interoperability in Cloud Services) of this thesis provides the details of this
survey. It provided an overview of the significance of interoperability in the
process of migrating to cloud services along with the preferred services that
the enterprises need to migrate and their preferred vendors. This survey also
confirmed that interoperability is perceived as an issue when migrating to
cloud computing, as most enterprises prefer not to be challenged by vendorlocking issues.
1.5

Research problem

The cloud APIs between vendors are not standardised as yet. While the
Cloud Computing Interoperability Forum (CCIF) is working towards
developing standards, the vendors are not stopping deployment. The issue of

6

interoperability has become a significant factor in migrating to cloud
services. Each cloud provider has its own set of APIs to connect enterprises
to the cloud. Individual cloud vendor APIs have evolved over time with
each of their respective vendor legacies that are inherent in the vendor
solutions. Hence the significance of this research is that it identifies the
current standards, services and emerging technologies that will allow
seamless interoperability between and among enterprise architecture, SOA
and cloud services against an innovative logical architectural model.
Lack of standards-based APIs and protocols for interoperability between
cloud vendors has a great impact on enterprises where an enterprise has
chosen a number of cloud suppliers to deploy its various cloud
implementations. For example, an enterprise may deploy Google docs for its
collaboration services, including emails, and another, such as Microsoft
Azure

(http://www.microsoft.com/azure/servicebus.mspx),

for

its

applications. As there is a lack of standards-based interoperability between
and among cloud vendors, enterprises are unable to provide an integrated
service to their downstream customers. It is the APIs and protocols that
drive standards- based interoperability between enterprise systems and cloud
services by enabling technologies such as SOA and virtualisation. While
most of the researched literature suggests the need for secure APIs and
protocols for interoperability between cloud vendors and enterprise
applications, the issue of interconnectivity is also a primary concern for the
downstream customers of such enterprises.
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A seminal work by Louts, Kamateri, and Bossi (2011) discusses the
different security management standards such as Information Technology
Information

Library

(ITIL)

and

International

Organization

for

Standardization (ISO). There are two other key works in progress on APIs
and interoperability: DMTF’s Open Cloud Standards Incubator (OCSI)
focuses on building interoperability standards between different cloud
vendor offerings, and the open cloud computing interface (OCCI), is a
working group develops practical specifications related to IaaS.
There are a number of areas that secure interoperability is of interest to
vendors, customers, researchers, and the standards bodies. Some of these
areas include secure interoperability between different cloud vendors (such
as between Microsoft Azure and Google Docs), standards based
interoperability within a given cloud services, and secure interoperability
between enterprise systems and cloud services.
Based on the responses to the sample survey and the reviewed literature, this
research developed a research framework as documented in Chapter 3 as a
fundamental precursor to proposing a solution to the research gap.
1.6

Research questions

This research study addresses the following questions:
1. What is the current state of research on interoperability in cloud
computing?
a) What is interoperability in the context of cloud computing?
8

b) What is the significance of interoperability in this study?
c) How was the significance of interoperability confirmed in migrating to
cloud computing?
This has been addressed in Chapter 1 (Introduction) and Chapter 2
(Rationale for the research in interoperability in cloud computing) of the
thesis.
2. What is the state of interoperability of cloud computing, SOA and
enterprise architecture?
a) What are cloud computing, SOA and enterprise architecture?
b) What is the current state of interoperability between enterprise
architecture and SOA?
c) What is the current the current state of interoperability between SOA and
cloud computing?
d) What is the research framework to address the gap in interoperability of
cloud computing, SOA and enterprise architecture?
This has been addressed in Chapter 3 (Literature review).
3. What research methodology can be used to develop a solution to mitigate
the identified gap in the literature review?
a) What is the best fit research design solution/model to fit this gap?
This has been addressed by Chapter 4 (Methodology) of the thesis.
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4. Can an enterprise governance-based architectural model be developed
using the above mentioned research design method and validated?
a) What components of enterprise architecture, SOA and cloud services
were leveraged to develop an innovative enterprise governance-based
architectural model?
b) How can systems analysis modelling tools such as universal modelling
tools (UMLs) be used to further validate the identified use cases (a use case
is business operation that aligns business requirements to

ICT

implementation)?
This has been addressed by Chapters 5 (Cloud computing interoperability:
an architectural model); and Chapter 6 (Validation of the model via the use
of use cases).
5. How can the analysis of the responses to survey questions evaluate the
developed model?
a) Does the survey confirm the proposed solution or not?
b) What is the key feedback on the developed model?
This has been addressed by Chapter 7 (Analysis of the feedback on
enterprise governance-based architectural model in a multi-vendor cloud
services).
6. What contributions does this research make to the body of knowledge on
a universal enterprise governance-based architectural model to connect
enterprises to cloud services?
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a) What are the key findings of this research?
b) What contributions does this solution make to ICT enterprise
architectures?
b) How would this researched based solution impact business efficiencies?
c) What are the limitations of this research work?
d) What future research projects can be leveraged from this research?
This has been addressed in Chapter 8 (Conclusion: Summary of findings,
contributions, limitations and future projects).
1.7

Hypothesis

This thesis extends the current academic research in the interoperability of
cloud computing by:
x

identifying gaps in the current state of interoperability of enterprise
systems when making multi-vendor connections to cloud services

x

creating an enterprise governance-based architectural model that will
enable connection of the enterprise systems to multi-cloud vendors.

This model is further validated by passing the developed model through a
number of use cases using UML underpinning systems analysis and
modelling techniques followed by an analysis of the responses received
from a set of survey questions. This model is further used to outline the
contributions of this research and to identify potential future projects.
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1.8

Synopsis of methodology

Several research methodologies were evaluated to work out the best fit
research methodology to develop a novel enterprise governance-based
architectural interoperability model in cloud computing. The novel model
was achieved by leveraging design research methods. Denning (1997)
defines design science as a problem-solving paradigm. March and Smith
(2006) articulate four general outputs of a research design:
x

constructs;

x

models;

x

methods; and

x

instantiates.

1.9

Research contributions

The thesis contributes to the research body by:
1. Documenting concepts of cloud computing, enterprise architecture and
SOA.
2. Clearly stating why interoperability in cloud services is a significant
factor in the deployment of cloud computing.
3. Researching and reviewing literature in the space of interoperability in
cloud computing.
4. Analysing emerging themes such as market oriented architecture for the
best outcome for service level agreements for the users of cloud services.
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5. Evaluating the role of interoperability in the convergence of cloud
computing, SOA and enterprise architecture.
6. Identifying gaps in the literature and creating a research framework to
resolve the issue of interoperability.
7. Creating a logical model for the convergence of cloud computing,
enterprise architecture and SOA via the introduction of two distinct
components in the architecture: the requesting platform services and a cloud
interoperability broker. Such a solution provides a strong basis for a
migration path to cloud computing services.
8. Identifying key use cases for the migration to cloud services to validate
the created enterprise governance-based architectural model.
9. Validating the model via industry feedback from a follow-up survey.
10. Identifying limitations of the research from industry feedback.
11. Identifying some of the key business and ICT efficiencies within the
enterprise when migrating to cloud services.
12. Identifying possible projects that can be leveraged from this research.
1.10

Thesis outline

The prime focus of this thesis is to provide a governance-based architecture
model to address the gap in academic literature on the interoperability in
cloud computing when provisioning services in a multi-vendor cloud
services.
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Chapter 2 (Rationale for the research in interoperability in cloud computing)
is an analysis of a survey undertaken in the Australian Capital Territory of
strategic planners and architects, to validate the significance of
interoperability to connect enterprise applications to cloud computing.
Chapter 3 (Literature review) provides an overview of cloud computing as a
disruptive technology and highlights the challenges of such a paradigm shift.
It defines the concepts of cloud computing, enterprise architecture and SOA
along with interoperability. It scans the initial implementations of cloud
services by the industry and their respective evaluations to gauge the current
issues and implementation methods in cloud services. It then provides a
review of academic literature under the following themes:
x

interoperability between SOA and enterprise architecture;

x

interoperability between SOA and cloud computing;

x

market oriented architecture in relation to service level architecture
in the context of cloud computing; and

x

cloud computing as a disruptive technology.

Based on the above, it further identifies the gap in the interoperability of
convergence between and among the three major domains and develops a
framework for this research.
Chapter 4 (Research methodology) investigates a method to answer the
questions posed in Chapter 1 (Introduction). It further articulates a workflow
process to document a design science methodology to develop the model.
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The design science-based model utilises four components to evaluate the
model: constructs, models, methods and instantiates.
Chapter 5 (Cloud computing interoperability – a architectural model )
articulates

the

developed

innovative

enterprise

governance-based

architecture model, including two key components, namely, requesting
platform services and a cloud interoperability broker, which provide a
seamless connection between enterprise systems and the multi-vendor cloud
services by identifying implementation models that underpin the use cases.
Chapter 6 (Validation by use cases) validates selected use cases of the
created architectural model using UML techniques underpinning systems
analysis and design principles. A use case is a business operation that aligns
business requirements to an ICT implementation.
Chapter 7 (Analysis of the feedback on the enterprise governance-based
architectural model in multi-vendor cloud services) undertakes a second
survey to seek the feedback of the industry experts analyses the results to
establish the suitability of the developed enterprise governance-based
architectural model.
Chapter 8 (Conclusion) articulates the contributions and the limitations of
this research and identifies potential future projects. Figure 1.1 is a roadmap
of the milestones for this research.
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Figure 1.2: Roadmap of the milestones of the research
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2.

RATIONALE FOR THE RESEARCH IN

INTEROPERABILITY IN CLOUD COMPUTING
2.1

Overview

This chapter further defines the concept of interoperability and lists some of
its key characteristics. It then provides an analysis of a survey of that was
conducted to get an understanding of the readiness of agencies and cloud
vendors who had the impetus to migrate to cloud computing. Included in the
analysis is the rationale for the significance of interoperability in the
deployment of cloud computing.
There are a number of definitions of interoperability other than what has
been articulated in Chapter 1:
x

Slater (2012) – A measure of the degree to which diverse systems,
business processes able to work together to achieve a common goal.

x

IEEE (1990) – The ability of two or more systems or components to
exchange data.

x

O’Brien (2010) – Being able to accomplish end user applications
using types of computer systems, operating systems and application
software, interconnected by different types of local and wide area
networks.

x

Dowel et al (2011) – The ease of migration and integration of
applications and data between different providers of clouds.
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x

Loutas et al (2011) – The ability to write codes that work with more
than one cloud provider simultaneously, regardless of the different
providers.

Some of the characteristics of interoperability can be articulated with the
following statements:
x

Interoperability means enabling the cloud ecosystem so that multiple
cloud platforms can exchange data/information.

x

Interoperability means being able to seamlessly exchange data at
different layers between cloud service providers.

x

Interoperability is the capability of two systems to understand each
other’s intents in an exchange of communications.

x

Interoperability is an enabler for interchangeability (replacement of
one element with another).

x

Interoperability is the goal of standards but standards do not
guarantee interoperability.

2.2

The survey

This research presents the results of the survey to gauge the extent to which
enterprises (large, medium and small, in both the public and private sectors)
are strategically engaging in or plan to deploy cloud computing within their
respective enterprises. It highlights the background research in progress on
the convergence of cloud computing, SOA and enterprise architecture.
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Furthermore, it states the purpose and the population, discusses the results
and makes inferences from the survey responses.
2.3

Motivation

The key motivating factor for this survey was to establish, at least in the
immediate geographical surrounds, whether there was sufficient impetus in
migrating to cloud computing. Furthermore, as an emerging ICT trend, the
Australian Government Information Management Office views cloud
computing as becoming both a business and ICT challenge if not managed
by enterprises properly.
2.4

Methodology for the survey

In order to create the survey questionnaire, a literature research on cloud
computing was undertaken. This was followed by a further review of
industry literature to ascertain the impetus given to cloud computing by the
private sector. Dialogue with some of the senior staff of quasi private and
public sectors were also held. With this as the background information, the
questionnaire was designed.
2.5

Questionnaire

The following questions were developed specifically for the purpose of this
survey:
1. Does your ICT strategic plan include a migration to cloud computing?
(Yes, No)
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2. If you are planning to migrate to cloud computing, what is your
timeframe for this migration? (1 year, 18 months, 3 years, 5 years)
3. If your enterprise were to migrate to cloud computing, which of the
following will it give impetus to in the first instance? (Infrastructure,
Applications, Collaborations)
4. Enterprises that migrate to cloud computing tend to do on a service-byservice basis. In your enterprise, which of these services is most likely to get
migrated to cloud computing? (HR services, Financial services, Resource
planning, Collaborations and desktop service, A specific business service)
5. Which of the following business services, if any, is of interest to your
enterprise if planning to migrate to cloud computing? (Online payment
services, Medical services, Online travel, Other, None)
6. If your enterprise has plans to migrate to cloud computing, how important
is the incorporation of cloud computing into the enterprise architecture?
(Very important, Not important, Not sure)
7. If migrating to cloud computing, does your enterprise believe that
interoperation of cloud computing into its existing enterprise architecture is
an issue? (Interoperability will be an issue; Interoperability will not be an
issue, Not sure about the stance on interoperability)
8. If planning to migrate to cloud computing, does your enterprise see
interoperability of convergence of cloud computing, enterprise architecture
and enabling technologies such as SOA a challenge? (Yes, No, Don’t know)
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9. Which of the following management and planning issues are of concern if
you were or are migrating to cloud computing? (Service level agreement,
Data, Security, Risk management)
10. In relation to a service level agreement (SLA), if migrating to cloud
computing, which of the following would your enterprise do? (Extend the
existing SLA with your infrastructure and networks vendor, Set up a new
SLA based on the specific service provided by a cloud computing vendor,
Don’t know)
11. Which would be the preferred supplier of cloud computing if you were
or are migrating to cloud computing? (Microsoft, Google, IBM, Amazon)
12. As a senior member of the enterprise executive team, what strategic
directions will you be directing/setting in terms of the paradigm shift to
cloud computing? What will be your business drivers to migrate to cloud
computing?
2.6

Sponsorship of the Project

The survey was sponsored by the ACT Branch of the Australian Computer
Society and was sent out as a link to potential respondents. The following
link has the questions that were asked of the survey population.
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/TB5HC2X
2.7

Population of the survey

The survey population was mostly members of the Australian Computer
Society who are in some position of authority within their respective
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enterprises so that they can influence their ICT strategy, or those who
already have an in-depth understanding of their respective enterprise vision
and implementation strategy on cloud computing. Given the strategic nature
of the survey, the target population was small, but the responses still reflect
the planning and management of migrating to cloud computing in the ACT.
2.8

Analysis of the survey responses

The purpose of the questionnaire was to elicit the views and planning
timeframe of enterprises that were interested in migrating to cloud
computing within the next few years. The responses provided will assist this
research to determine the:
x

timeframe with the respect to migrating to cloud computing;

x

service preferences of the enterprises;

x

vendor preference of the enterprises;

x

management and planning issues that will most impact enterprises;

x

preferred type of service level agreement for the enterprise;

x

incorporation of cloud computing into enterprise architecture;

x

business drivers for migration to cloud computing; and

x

significance of interoperability when migrating to cloud computing.

2.8.1

Strategic planning

A sample survey (Migration to Cloud Computing) on the uptake of cloud
services confirmed that 71% of respondents had included migration to cloud
computing as per Figure 2.1 below.
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Figure 2.1: Strategic planning for migration to cloud services
The uptake of cloud computing by enterprises has already been articulated
in the strategic assumptions of the Gartner Group. As a recognised research
group, the Gartner Research Group (2011) predicated that by 2014, clouddelivered development tools will be involved in 25% of new projects and
the shift toward cloud architecture will create demand for new skills,
practices and objectives for software quality.
Furthermore, the Gartner Group has also listed cloud computing as one of
the key strategic issues for modern enterprises. It is generally industry
practice to take note of the strategic planning assumptions highlighted by
the Gartner Research Group. This prediction has been further confirmed by
a recent round-up on forecasts on the uptake of cloud computing in 2016.
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2.8.2 Incorporation into enterprise architecture
Up to 75% of respondents see the need to incorporate cloud services into
their respective enterprise architecture (Figure 2.2.).

Figure 2.2: Incorporation of cloud into enterprise architecture
Raj and Periasamy (2011) highlight the need for the convergence of cloud
computing and enterprise architecture. This research alludes to an enterprise
architecture framework and how cloud services implementation will provide
and mould enterprise architecture. These authors state that such a
convergence will be imminent in the migration to cloud services but do not
mention the convergence of enabling technologies such as SOA with cloud
services.
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2.8.3 Interoperability
Almost 62% of respondents saw interoperability as an issue with cloud
computing (Figure 2.3). The survey did not delve into the level and kinds of
interoperability issues enterprises will need to address when migrating to
cloud computing. However, the issues are implicit in the responses, as these
were discussed in the dialogues held with the managers of the some of the
enterprises.

Figure 2.3: Interoperability of cloud and enterprise systems
Research by Dillion, Wu and Chang (2010) highlights implementation
issues and challenges of cloud computing, including a lack of standards that
will pose problems for enterprises.
The CCIF is working towards developing standards for cloud computing.
While standards have alleviated this issue in other emerging technologies
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such as SOA, the issue of interoperability standards need to be further
addressed when deploying cloud computing. Kim (2009) raises the issue of
vendor locking when enterprises use vendor solutions in cloud computing.
Furthermore, Loutas et al (2011) state that the ENISA have recognised the
vendor-locking problem as a high-risk issue.
2.8.4 Preferred services and priorities on migration
The sample survey results reveal that 42% of the respondents stated that
medical services were their preferred service to migrate to the cloud,
including medical payment systems and medical systems that affect
everyday living such as Medicare payments (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Preferred services to migration to cloud
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2.8.5

Priorities to migrate

When given an opportunity to select one of the listed core business services,
most of the respondents in the sample survey selected ‘specific business
service’ as illustrated in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Priorities to migrate to cloud
2.8.6

Enterprise size/type

The responses on this question indicate the readiness of large public sector
enterprises to migrate to cloud as per Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Size of the enterprises that responded
2.8.7

Preferred supplier

Planning and managing the migration path to cloud services deployment
within enterprises entails creating the right partnership with cloud service
providers. Figure 2.7 illustrates the respondents’ preferred partners.
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Figure 2.7: Preferred supplier to migrate to cloud
In this survey, the Gartner Group depicts Microsoft favorably as the market
leader for the deployment of cloud services. In August 2013, Gartner
recognised Microsoft as a visionary in the market for its completeness of
vision and ability to execute according to its 2013 Magic Quadrant report
for cloud IaaS as illustrated in Figure 2.8.
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Figure

2.8:

Magic

quadrant

for

cloud

IaaS – Gartner 2015
2.8.8

Business drivers

Enterprises that view the migration to cloud computing as significant have
responded to the sample survey with the following business drivers in terms
of their strategic direction:
x

improving application development and deployment;
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2.9

x

return on investment;

x

customer satisfaction; and

x

customer relationship management.
Conclusions and contributions

The gap identified in this research on the convergence of cloud computing,
SOA and enterprise architecture by Sutherland (2013) requires further
research into standards-based interoperability protocols for the convergence
of the three domains that will enable integration of cloud services, SOA and
enterprise architecture, and further validation via use cases.
This survey has provided a benchmark for enterprises to evaluate the cloud
computing services on offer against their respective enterprise requirements,
to ensure all organisational aspects such as interoperability; data migration
and security, service level agreement, and risk management are addressed
during evaluation.
Finally, this survey confirms that interoperability is perceived as an issue
when migrating to cloud computing. Dillion, Wu and Chang (2010) point
out that the issue of interoperability has not yet taken centre stage, as large
and complex enterprises have not been drawn to the total migration of
systems to cloud services.
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3
3.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

This chapter reviews the literature on the delivery of cloud services, to
identify gaps that will form a research framework for this research project.
Based on the identified gaps and issues, a research framework has been
developed. In order to achieve this, this research study revisits the concepts
of cloud services, SOA and enterprise architecture in the context of industry
trends in the deployment of cloud computing by enterprises. It then
reviewed the scholarly research in the space of standards-based
interoperability protocols for the convergence of cloud computing, SOA and
enterprise architecture, and outlined the state of art on standards-based
interoperability protocols on the convergence between and among cloud
computing, SOA and enterprise architecture. This was followed by
identifying the issues in the delivery of cloud services. These issues form
the basis of the research questions which have been articulated in Chapter 1
followed by the proposition of a governance-based interoperability models
and/or protocols for the convergence of cloud computing, SOA and
enterprise architecture. This chapter further identifies key research themes
that were leveraged to develop a research framework.
3.2

Approach to literature review

A search of various literature databases revealed a volume of literature on
cloud computing. However, there is little academic peer-reviewed literature
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on how any linkage would occur between and among enterprise architecture,
SOA and cloud computing in the utilisation of cloud services. A search of
the proQuest database ( http://search.proquest.com ) revealed a gap in
academically reviewed literature on this topic. A search of Google Scholar
revealed that there is some researched and peer-reviewed journal articles on
the linkage between enterprise architecture and cloud computing, and
between cloud computing and SOA.

However, no literature has been

reported on standards-based interoperability protocols for the convergence
of the three domains in the context of cloud services deployment.
Given the limitation of the current academic research and peer-reviewed
literature, an industry cases were also searched.
3.3

Background

Cloud computing is an emerging technology and has been classed as a
disruptive technology. The last disruptive technology experienced in the
ICT world was the emergence of the internet. This interruption gave
impetus to the use of Open Systems Interconnection protocols such as X500,
XML and SOAP (simple object access protocol). With this also came
greater scrutiny on security issues, hence the release of internet security
technology tools such as firewalls and load balancers, and the introduction
of such products as intrusion detection and prevention services.
Apart from the associated technology products, enterprises had to change
the then existing method of identifying business processes and learn to
reengineer process using a more formal approach. The emergence of the
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internet also set a direction for e-business infrastructure, which then led to
the deployment of web technology to support business services. With the
introduction of web services emerged the most-used services today: social
media and social networking tools like Facebook and Twitter. So the
question is, how many downstream services will enterprises benefit from if
the same deployment impetus is given to cloud computing? This is summed
up as follows:
“What all sustaining technologies have in common is that they improve the
performance of established products, along the dimensions of performance
that mainstream customers in major markets have historically valued. Most
technological advances in a given industry are sustaining in character”
Christensen (2001).
As such, understanding the implications of this paradigm shift requires the
same amount of diligence by users and cloud service providers as when
internet services were launched, to make an appropriate level of changes in
the areas of transition to new business practices, service level agreements,
and deployment of such services.
Cloud computing has become a predominant way of service delivery,
particularly with the advent of Web 2.0. It has been embraced by such
leaders as Salesforce.com, Amazon, Google and Facebook, which run their
respective infrastructure to ensure an uptime of 24×7. As such, these
companies have demonstrated the use of cloud computing at the largest
scale ever witnessed.
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Cloud computing is a scalable computing model that delivers a service over
a network as opposed to a product. The industry literature suggests that it is
an extension of the services provided by grid computing infrastructure,
along with other enabling technologies such as SOA and virtualisation that
will contribute to business-as-usual activities within an enterprise. It is the
use of enabling technologies such as SOA that will be leveraged by
enterprises where enterprises using SOA will need to incorporate cloud
computing and SOA into their existing and new enterprise (ICT)
architecture.
3.4

Challenges

The key challenges for vendors will be to make their cloud computing
service more interoperable with their respective partner cloud computing
products and services, so that a user can be selective with her/his choice of
services across multiple service providers. The service level agreements
between a vendor and a user will also be a challenge – as much as the
challenge of deploying a sound service level agreement among vendors.
For enterprises, the challenges will be vast and varied. Firstly, enterprises
will require a mindset change from computing being a product to cloud
computing being delivered as a service. Other challenges that will need to
be addressed are:
x

billing;

x

security;
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x

compliance;

x

significant changes to the role of IT project managers, IT support
and downtime;

x

understanding the complexity of cloud computing infrastructure; and

x

the complex nature of setting up management services such as
backup and recovery and a contingency plan.

For the research community, there are a number of areas of research
investigating the shift to the cloud computing paradigm. Some of these are:
x

aligning business to cloud computing;

x

deployment of an enterprise cloud – private or public;

x

service level agreements;

x

data security and storage; and

x

migration of legacy systems to a cloud computing environment.

All of these challenges are complex and each requires further research.
However, the focus of the current study is to investigate the use of
standards-based interoperability protocols for the convergence of enterprise
architecture, SOA and cloud services. There is an urgent need for the
availability of such an interoperability framework and protocol suite for
enterprises to be able to migrate to the cloud environment to deploy their
applications, data, infrastructure, or non-core services. This will result in the
lowest total cost of ownership and best return on investment.
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3.5

Definitions

In order to investigate standards-based interoperability protocols for the
convergence of cloud computing, SOA and enterprise architecture, the
following concepts pertaining to these domains need to be clearly defined:
x

applications programming interfaces;

x

interoperability;

x

SOA;

x

enterprise architecture; and

x

cloud services.

3.5.1 Application programming interfaces (APIs)
The APIs and protocols referred to in this thesis can be used across various
tiers of cloud computing such as PaaS, SaaS, and IaaS. The concepts of
PaaS, SaaS, and IaaS are discussed under the heading of cloud computing in
this chapter. APIs are simple commands that are understood both by the
sender and receiver. A number of APIs are used in the deployment of Web
2.0, but the Representable State Transferable (REST) standard is the most
common API standard in use. This is a web API implementation using
HTTP principles.
In cloud computing, API standards are important as they are based on the
‘write once, use multiple times’ principle; that is, the same commands can
be used to communicate to different applications. Initial implementation of
connecting enterprises to cloud services is centred on web technologies and/
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or high-level programming knowledge. Table 3.1 lists some of the standards
that some implementations of web services utilise and that have the
potential to be used for the interoperation of the cloud. However, as
international bodies commence publishing emerging standards for the
deployment of cloud services, a more sophisticated suite of standards will
become inherent in vendor implementations.
Protocol / Interface

Standards / Body, if
any

Purpose

XML

W3C

Represent data in SOA

Simple Object

OASIS

Invoke services remotely
across networks and platforms

W3C

Describes services remotely
across networks and platforms

OASIS

Automatically publishes and
discovers services

OASIS and United
Nations Centre for
Trade Facilitation and
Electronic Business

Automatically publishes and
discovers services

Access Protocol
Web Services
Description
Language (WSDL)
Universal
Description
Discovery and
Integration (UDDI)
Electronic Business
XLM (ebXML)

Table 3.1: List of protocols and APIs for web services
The cloud APIs between vendors are not standardised as yet, which means
that customers have to delay starting cloud implementation without locking
in with a particular vendor. Currently there is no inter-vendor standardsbased interoperability, as each cloud provider has its own legacy standards
that have evolved with their respective product development cycle.
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Lack of standards-based APIs and protocols for interoperability between
cloud vendors has a great impact on enterprises that have chosen a number
of cloud suppliers for its various cloud deployments. For example, an
enterprise may deploy Google docs for its collaboration services, including
emails,

and

another,

such

as

Microsoft

Azure

(http://www.microsoft.com/azure/servicebus.mspx), for its applications. As
there is no standards-based interoperability between and among cloud
vendors, a given enterprise is unable to provide an integrated service to its
downstream customers. It is the APIs and protocols that drive standardsbased interoperability between enterprise systems and cloud by enabling
technologies such as SOA. While most of the researched literature (Lewis
2010) suggests the need for secure APIs and protocols for interoperability
between the cloud vendors and enterprise applications, interconnectivity is
also a primary concern for downstream customers of such enterprises.
Hence this thesis has a focus on secure interoperability of the convergence
of cloud computing, enabling technology such as SOA, and enterprise
systems.
The Cloud Security Alliance (2010) identified the following top threats to
cloud computing, including:
x

abuse of cloud computing;

x

insecure APIs;

x

malicious insiders;

x

shared technology vulnerabilities;
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x

data loss and leakage; and

x

account service and traffic hijacking.

The Cloud Security Alliance works in partnership with ISO to develop
cloud security standards. Furthermore, enterprises that use cloud computing
services are interested in security issues relating to interoperability standards,
one key reason being that customers would like to move from cloud to cloud.
The CCIF was formed to define how enterprises’ applications would
interoperate with different clouds.
Seminal work by Loutas, Kamateri, and Bossi (2011) discusses the different
security management standards such as ITIL and ISO. There are two other
key works in progress on APIs and interoperability:
x

DMTF’s OCSI focuses on building interoperability standards
between different cloud vendor offerings.

x

The OCCI working group is developing practical specifications
related to IaaS.

The sample survey by the author (Sutherland 2013), based on her research
on the standards-based interoperability for cloud computing, SOA and
enterprise architecture, indicated that the participants had listed security of
interoperability as one of the issues in migrating to cloud computing. There
are a number of areas that secure interoperability is of interest to vendors,
customers, researchers, and the standards bodies:
x

secure interoperability between different cloud vendors such as
between Microsoft Azure and Google Docs;
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x

secure based interoperability within a given cloud; and

x

secured and standard based interoperability between enterprise
systems and cloud services.

The focus of this thesis is to address the identified gaps in the
interoperability of cloud computing services. It is recognised that security
and data are major research issues that need attention; however, they are
outside the scope of this research.
3.5.2 Service oriented architecture
SOA is defined as “a method of design, deployment, and the management of
both applications and the software on the infrastructure where all software is
organised into business services that are accessible and executable and
where service interfaces are based on public standards for interoperability”
(Blake & Wei, 2010). SOA is also a business-driven IT architectural
approach that supports integrating a business as linked, repeatable tasks or
services.
The key technical concepts of SOA are:
x

services;

x

interoperability; and

x

loose coupling.

For the purpose of this research, the author defines SOA is defined as a set
of predefined services that are held in a repository and that can be accessed
dynamically when required via the use of web services technology. These
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services can be discovered even if and when calls for such services are not
clearly defined. They are built on specific procedures, policies and
frameworks, are based on protocols, can be discovered and published, and
are independent of the platform in a non-coupling manner. Blatzan, Lynch,
& Blakely (2010) summarise the protocols that are commonly used in a
SOA environment:
x

universal description, discovery, and integration;

x

web services description language;

x

service oriented architecture protocol;

x

lightweight directory access protocol; and

x

extract, transform and load.

Figure 3.1 illustrates how these services can be dynamically called from the
repository of services.

Figure 3.1: Services in a cloud implementations
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3.5.3 Enterprise architecture
Enterprise architecture is the blueprint for the organisational ICT and
business road map. Lankhorst et al defines enterprise architecture as “a
coherent whole of principles, methods and models that are used in the
design and realisation of an enterprise organisational structure, business
processes, information systems and infrastructure”
The key components of any generic enterprise architecture include:
x

information architecture;

x

application architecture;

x

infrastructure architecture;

x

governance and security architecture; and

x

management practices.

Some of the advantages of using architecture for ICT projects are that
architecture:
x

acts as a buffer to pass from chaos and disagreement to order and
structure ( Zachman 1997);

x

enables an integrated vision and a global perspective to
informational resources;

x

enables the discovery and elimination of redundancy in the business
processes, thus eliminating information systems complexity (Cook
1996);
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x

contributes to having information systems that reflect common goals
and performance measures for all managers, to encourage
cooperation rather than conflict and competition within organisations
( Stata 1989); and

x

becomes the bridge between the business and technical domains
(Young 2001).

Enterprises generally use either vendor-specific technology architecture,
such as Microsoft’s application architecture, and/or an architecture
framework, such as the TOGAF (Open Group Architecture Framework) or
Zachman Framework. According to Mell and Grance (2009), there are two
key enterprise frameworks; namely, Zachman and TOGAF. The Zachman
frameworks focuses on the process of what, how, where, who, when and
why. It also includes such models as business, systems and technology.
TOGAF is a framework using a detailed method and a set of supporting
tools for developing enterprise architecture. The Open Group describes itself
as “a vendor-neutral and technology-neutral consortium, whose vision of
boundary will enable access to integrated information, within and among
enterprises, based on open standards and global interoperability”. TOGAF
is a freely available framework, architectural development methodology and
set of tools for creating a number of architectural solutions. Though there
are other frameworks, such as the Integrated Architecture Framework from
Capgemini and the Oracle Enterprise Architecture Framework (OEAF) from
Oracle, the TOGAF and Zachman frameworks have enjoyed more
popularity among the enterprise architecture community. Oracle’s OEAF is
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a hybrid enterprise architecture framework, influenced by TOGAF, the
Federal Enterprise Architecture (FEA) and Gartner. It is simple yet practical
and prescriptive, and is complementary to other enterprise architecture
frameworks. Its clear mappings to TOGAF and FEA are such that customers
can use the enterprise architecture framework of their choice. However, for
the purpose of this research study, the enterprise architectural framework
developed by Zachman (1987) has been used as a framework for the
development of an architectural model of interoperability in cloud services
(Table 3.2).
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e.g. logical model

System model
(logical)

e.g. data

e.g. data definition

e.g. function

e.g. programs

e.g. system design

e.g. application
architecture

e.g. business
process model

List of process that
the business
performs

How (Function)

Source: Zachmann (1987)

Table 3.2: A framework of enterprise architecture

Functioning system

Programmer

Detail
representation

Implementer

Technology model
(physical)

Designer

Business owner

e.g. physical data
model

e.g. semantic
model

Enterprise model

Planner

List of things that
are important to the
business

Scope (contextual)

What (Data)

e.g. network

e.g. network
architecture

e.g. technology
architecture
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e.g. distributed
system architecture

e.g. business logistic
system

List of locations in
which business
operates

Where (Locations)

e.g. organisation

e.g. security
architecture

e.g. presentation
architecture

e.g. human
interface
architecture

e.g. workflow model

List of organization
that are important
to the business

Who (People)

e.g. schedule

e.g. timing
definition

e.g. control
architecture

e.g. process
structure

e.g. master
schedule

List of
events/cycles that
are important to the
business

When (Time)

e.g. strategy

e.g. rule definition

e.g. rule design

e.g. business rule
model

e.g. business plan

List of business
goals/strategies

Why (Motivation)

With the emergence of cloud computing, ICT architecture will again take a
prime role in any enterprise contemplating deployment of cloud services. This
is also advocated by Pereira and Sousa (2004), whose work illustrates guidance
for enterprise ICT architecture that not only provides structure and method to
manage ICT systems but also recognises the need for the deployment of cloud
services.
3.6

Cloud computing
Cloud computing is this generation’s internet-based, highly scalable,
distributed cloud applications in which resources are offered as services. There
are various definitions articulated by experts of cloud computing. For the
purpose of this study, a definition of cloud computing has been adopted from
the NIST and documented by Mell and Grance (2011) as follows:
Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction.
This cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics, three service
models, and four deployment models.
NIST further identifies three of the key cloud computing services as SaaS,
PaaS, and IaaS. These are illustrated below in Figure 3.2, along with their
respective services.
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Figure 3.2: A generic model of cloud computing
SaaS is where a client hosts its applications on the vendor cloud and accesses
the services from the cloud on demand. Examples of SaaS include
SalesForce.com, Google Mail and Google Docs. PaaS is a development
platform supporting the full application development cycle. This allows clients
to develop and host applications on the vendor cloud. The key difference
between PaaS and SaaS is that SaaS hosts applications for the client use
whereas PaaS provides a platform as well as allowing clients to host the
developed applications. IaaS provides its cloud consumers with the full
infrastructure; namely, processing, storage, networks and other required
computing resources.
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Figure 3.3 below further illustrates the three models of cloud computing
services and their consumer types.

Figure 3.3: Cloud computing services and their consumer types
Source: Garsthagen 2012
The four deployment models of cloud computing as identified by NIST are:
x

private cloud;

x

community cloud;

x

public cloud; and

x

hybrid cloud.
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The above four deployment models are further elaborated below in Figure
3.4.

Figure 3.4: Cloud deployment models
Source: Bardin et al 2009
This definition describes cloud computing as having five base characteristics:
x

On-demand self-service – A user can be provisioned with computing
capabilities such as online access to a particular data set and network
storage as required, without any interaction with any service provider.

x

Broad network access – It provides broad network access through
various platforms such as mobile phones, tablets, laptops and desktops.
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x

Resource pooling – vendors who provide cloud computing services
pool resources to serve multiple clients using a multi-tenant model with
location independence that is not transparent to the clients. Examples of
such resources include storage, processing, memory and network
bandwidth.

x

Rapid elasticity – Computing services can be elastically provisioned
and released automatically. To clients, these provisions appear to be
unlimited and can be appropriated in quantity at any time.

x

Measured service – Systems automatically control and optimise
resources which are monitored and controlled and reported for the
purpose of transparency for both vendors and clients. Furthermore, this
forms the basis of service level agreements between clients and the
vendors providing the cloud services.

Vendors, users, customers and enterprises all have different perspectives on
cloud computing as illustrated below in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Multiple perspectives on cloud computing
Source: Prentice 2010.
3.7

Industry literature
The industry literature searched revealed that in 2013 a number of enterprises,
particularly private enterprises, had already embraced cloud services in
Australia. Such enterprises included Fairfax Australia, Woolworths, AAPT,
Cisco and Carsales. These enterprises pioneered their cloud services
implementations with a business focus on one or two processes. Table 3.3
lists the drivers for their deployment strategy of cloud services.
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Enterprises

Drivers

Solutions/
Technologies

Sources

Carsales

Accelerated
Image Serving

MS ASURE

www.itne.we.com.au/323170

AAPT

Solaris as
Service
increased
server capacity

Oracle Solaris

www.arnnet.com.au/article39
593

Woolworths

Collaborations

Google Apps

www.cio.com.au/article45172

Collaborations

Google Apps

www.smh.au/itpro/itfaifax

Fairfax

Table 3.3: Cloud deployment strategy of lead enterprises
The cloud services listed in Table 3.4 were at the forefront of cloud
technology and their respective offerings in 2016.
Cloud
provider

Cloud service

Classification
level

Amazon Web
Services

EBS, EC2, S3 and VPC

Unclassified DLM

Macquarie
Telecom

GovZone (LAUNCH)

Unclassified DLM

Microsoft

Azure

Unclassified DLM

Microsoft

Dynamics CRM Online

Unclassified DLM

Microsoft

Office 365

Unclassified DLM

Salesforce

PaaS, SaaS

Unclassified DLM

Sliced Tech

IaaS

Unclassified DLM

Vault Systems

IaaS

Unclassified DLM

Table 3.4: Current vendors in cloud services ecosystems: June 2016
Business drivers such as collaborations and customer relationship
management operations will continue to drive the introduction of cloud
services in large and complex private sector enterprises.
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Also, significant work has been completed by the Swiss Academy of
Engineering Science (2012) in relation to evaluating the current
implementations of cloud in Switzerland and elsewhere. This industry case
study reviewed at least four different implementations. Table 3.5 lists the
cases of cloud services deployed, the type of deployment, the drivers and the
benefits derived from such deployment.
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x
x

x
x

High performance
On demand
scalability
Low costs
No infrastructure
management

Swisstop
Cloud computing om
public
administration(e_gove
rnment)
Infrastructure as a
service (Iaas)
Public Cloud
x Timely
procurement
x High performance
x Simplified
software testing

x

x

x
Deployment of ICT
for small business
New sales
channels
Higher market
attractiveness

Community Cloud
x Vendor
independence
x High security
x Scalable systems

Iaas

Daisy-Net
University of Bari as a
member of Daisy-Net

Private Cloud
x Support
x On time
services
x Data &
informatio
n security
x Cost
reduction
x Scalability
x High
availability
x High
security
standards

IaaS

Fleurop
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Source: SATW: White Paper on Cloud Computing 2012

Table 3.5: Evaluation of cloud deployment in selected enterprises

Benefits

Deployment
Drivers

Service

Cloud

x
x
x

High scalability
Ease of integration
Support for partner
relationship
Tasks

Public Cloud
x Scalability
x Support for multi- language
& currencies

IaaS

CISCO

The white paper on the evaluation of cloud computing by the Swiss Academy of
Engineering Science highlights the benefits of migrating to the cloud and the best
practices of the cases studied. The study found a lack of the following as part of their
review:
x

trusted data cloud;

x

cloud in clouds;

x

standards and guidelines; and

x

cloud in education and research.

The findings on the standards and guidelines are vital to this research study. The
findings articulate that the existing standards (such as ISO 2002, COBIT, and ITIL)
are baseline requirements for operational models. Further work needs to be done to
develop architectural models for cloud software development, although the findings
do not specifically mention the need for the convergence of standards-based
interoperability protocols to converge cloud services, SOA and existing enterprise
architectures.
3.8

Academic literature

Peer-reviewed academic literature reviewed indicates that there are a number of
challenges to those enterprises that deploy cloud services. With the emergence of
cloud computing, the use of secure APIs and protocols to connect enterprise systems
to cloud services has become an issue. In his research paper, Wyld (2009) argues that
there are a number of challenges to those enterprises that uptake cloud computing
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and outlined the following challenges which potentially can impact the USA Federal
Government in deploying cloud computing:
x

scalability;

x

reliability;

x

security of data;

x

interoperability;

x

review of procurement practices;

x

resolving certain political and legal issues;

x

regulating cloud market;

x

redefining roles of the IT workforce;

x

assessment of return on investment of cloud computing; and

x

setting up of a government cloud coordinator agency.

This research addresses some of the issues in ascertaining secure interoperable
protocols and APIs in relation to cloud computing and enterprise systems, as this
connectivity issue has not been fully addressed due to cloud computing still being
in the early stages of development. The seminal work by Bernstein, Luduigson,
Sankar, Diamond, & Morrow (2009) indicates the need for open source APIs to
connect applications to cloud services, as currently, cloud vendors have their
respective cloud services and proprietary connections to their cloud clients, thus
limiting clients from migrating to different cloud vendors.
The rationale for the use of SOA is that it is an enabling technology that forms the
basis of interfaces to enterprise systems connecting to cloud services. The key
driver for this thesis is to address the significant gap in the implementation of
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cloud computing; that is, the seamless connectivity of enterprise systems to cloud
computing. If secure APIs and protocols are used in the deployment of cloud for
enterprise systems, the following advantages could be leveraged:
x

prevention of vendor locking;

x

a plug-and-play solution for the interoperability of cloud and enterprise
applications;

x

reduction of the cost of implementation; and

x

increase in return on investment.

As such, the focus of this thesis is to propose an architectural model with the use
of secure APIs and protocols to interface enterprise systems to cloud computing
services.
From a range of both academic and industry literature reviewed on cloud
computing, SOA and enterprise architecture, the following themes have emerged
on standards-based interoperability protocols for convergence when migrating to
cloud computing:
x

interoperability issues between cloud computing and SOA;

x

lack of dynamic standards-based interoperability between SOA and
enterprise architecture;

x

a need for market oriented architectures to align service level agreements
to enterprise architectures and to business; and

x

a strategy to view cloud computing as a disruptive technology.
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Currently, each cloud provider prefers to use their respective technological
solutions with their own protocols such as SOAP and REST. For example, Google
App Engine, Oracle PaaS Platform, Salesforce and Microsoft Azure offer
different APIs (Kim 2012). Some vendors even try to invent new legacy
interconnectors, such as Salesforce and its use of Apex Language.
3.8.1 Theme 1: Interoperability between cloud computing and service
oriented architecture
With the emergence of cloud computing, researchers are finding a place for SOA
in the transition of existing applications to cloud computing. This no doubt will be
leveraged by the protocols that emerged as part of Web 2.0 technologies,
especially those that had been based on SOAP. SOAP is an XML-based open
source message transport protocol. Enabling technologies, such as virtualisation at
the operating systems and infrastructure level, could be also leveraged in the
delivery of services using SOA. At a conceptual level, services will need to be
identified and created in SOA. The aim of using SOA is to create a service once
and use it multiple times for a variety of processing. The created service in SOA
dynamically makes a call to the cloud computing services such that processing
occurs. Examples of calls for cloud services are access to software (SaaS), use of
disk space (IaaS) and access to the operating system for administration (PaaS).
While cloud computing is a utility service, the reviewed literature confirms that
there are three stacks in cloud computing; namely, SaaS, IaaS and PaaS. In some
instances, these have been expanded as stated by Buyya (2009). Blake and Wei
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(2010) confirm that there is an overlap of services between SOA and cloud
computing. As such, the challenges for one could be leveraged as an opportunity
for the other. Blake and Wei’s (2010) work is also relevant as their research
argues the application of uniform standards to achieve standards-based
interoperability protocols between cloud and SOA. According to these authors,
the key challenge for the enterprises that wish to maintain their service directories
but have decided to migrate to cloud using a propriety vendor solution is that they
cannot easily migrate their deployed services from one cloud computing provider
to another. For this reason, large and complex enterprises are not moving to cloud
without the trialled and tested standards-based interoperability protocols that
support open standards. As such, there is a need to investigate standards-based
interoperability protocols for the interoperation between clouds computing and
service oriented architecture with open standards. Furthermore, when linking
enterprise architecture to cloud computing, enabling technology such as SOA is
deemed necessary for providing an end-to-end solution for creating a convergence
of SOA, enterprise architecture and cloud computing. This research aims to focus
on a SOA to use cloud services and, in particular, the creation of requesting
platform services and a cloud interoperability broker.
Tang (2010) documents a view of cloud services within the framework of SOA.
According to Tang, enterprises that plan to migrate to cloud will extend their
existing enterprise architectures to include SOA. Tang’s (2010) research is a
significant work, but is predominantly theoretical with no clear implementation
strategy, nor guidelines for developing a proof-of-concept solution.
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Though Blake and Wei (2010) and Tang’s (2010) work provide insight into the
standards-based interoperability protocols between SOA and cloud services and
between different vendor clouds, they fail to extend their research into the space
of standards-based interpretability protocols for the convergence of enterprise
architecture with SOA and cloud services. Therefore, this is a gap. For this reason,
this research study will investigate standards-based interoperability protocols for
the convergence of cloud computing, SOA and enterprise architecture within a
given cloud environment, with the development of a logical solution model and
subsequent proof-of-concept prototype implementation.
3.8.2 Theme 2: Lack of dynamic standards-based interoperability protocols
between enterprise architecture and SOA
Government agencies tend to use architecture frameworks as the backbone of their
ICT implementations – such frameworks lend themselves to unpinning enterprises’
ICT strategic plans, which in turn is driven by whole-of-government enterprise
policies, governance and legislative requirements. Such enterprises have also used
SOA to drive their business processes and business engineering processes. At the
baseline, a number of business processes are collated to form the business
architecture. Large and complex enterprises have a number of business processes
which in turn run a number of common services across these business processes.
For example, staff details are captured in the following processes:
x

HR;

x

finance;
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x

buildings/locations; and

x

user provisioning.

Staff details are clearly a common service across various business processes and
can be set up and reused multiple times for different instances. For this reason,
enabling technologies such as SOA can be used to make dynamic calls for
services that are required for processing a number of different business processes
where common services permeate across the enterprises. Creating dynamic
standards-based

interoperability protocols

between

SOA

and

enterprise

architecture is fundamental to this research objective. As such, the gap identified
is a lack of research on the convergence of enterprise architecture, SOA and cloud
services.
Raj and Periasamy’s (2011) seminal work highlights the need for the convergence
of cloud computing and enterprise architecture. These authors allude to an
enterprise architecture framework and how cloud services implementation will
provide and mould enterprise architecture. They state that such a convergence will
be imminent in the migration to cloud services but they do not mention the
convergence of enabling technologies such as SOA with cloud services and
enterprise architectures.
3.8.3 Theme 3: Significance of market oriented architecture
There are a number of vendors who have taken a lead in deploying cloud
computing and are driving the core components of the cloud architecture based on
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their respective vendor technology. Buyya clearly identifies the key layers in
delivery of cloud computing services, including:
“IaaS – some service providers offer cloud-based storage, much the same as a
campus storage area network;
Computing as a service (CaaS) – sometimes included in IaaS, CaaS service
providers offer access to raw computing power on virtual servers, such as
Amazon’s EC2 service;
PaaS – certain providers are opening up application platforms (as opposed to the
applications themselves) to permit customers to build their own applications using
that platform’s underlying operating system(s), data models and databases, prebuilt application components and interfaces; and
SaaS – application service providers have been hosting applications for quite
some time, but the difference with SaaS in the cloud is that the servers hosting the
applications are also virtualised”. (Buyya 2009).
Buyya’s (2007) research is relevant to this study, as it proposes the concept of
market oriented architecture which is expected to be vital in negotiating service
level agreements between vendors who provide cloud services and the agencies
utilising such services. Furthermore, such architecture for service level
agreements could also have an impact on the architectural models of the
convergence of different technical domains within an enterprise.
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3.8.4

Theme 4: Cloud services as a disruptive technology

The emergence of the internet some twenty years ago significantly changed the
way business was conducted. With the internet came the emergence of e-business,
data synchronisation and the development of web services, to name a few. By far
the most significant change that impacted the world is the use of collaborative
tools such as Facebook, Twitter and wikis. So with the emergence of another
revolutionary technology, i.e., cloud computing, business operations within an
enterprise will be affected.
One of the themes advocated by Marston (2011) is that cloud computing is the
disruptive technology of this century. This theme lays the foundation for
enterprises to embrace cloud computing with caution, to ensure risk management
is high on the list of management issues. For this reason, enterprises need to
understand the concept of cloud computing and its deployment so as to better
prepare the businesses in the areas of:

3.9

x

managing risks;

x

return on investments;

x

service level agreements; and

x

transition to the cloud paradigm.
Summary of the literature review

The reviewed literature in the context of interoperability of secure APIs and
protocols found two key findings, namely:
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x

the challenge of interoperability itself; and

x

the interoperability between and among enterprise architecture, cloud
services and SOA.

The emergence of SOA forms the basis of highly flexible and reusable services,
by allowing users and developers to display discrete pieces of functionality. The
problem identified is that there is a lack of secure APIs and protocols for a
seamless connection between cloud services and enterprises. More specifically,
the literature confirms that there is a need for dynamic interoperability between
SOA and cloud computing, but none of the literature reviewed suggests that
dynamic interoperability exists between enterprise systems at an enterprise
architecture level and SOA level (Blake & Wei, 2010) to facilitate the
convergence of the three entities. The problem identified was captured in a
framework, as developed by the author, and is illustrated at the end of this chapter
(Figure 3.10).
3.9.1

Research gap

The following five themes of research have been identified based on the current
reviewed and published research literature:
x

challenge of interoperability;

x

interoperability of protocols between cloud computing and SOA;

x

lack of dynamic standards-based interoperability protocols between SOA
and enterprise architecture;
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x

significance of market oriented architecture to align service level
agreements to enterprise architecture and to business; and

x

approach to dealing with cloud computing as a disruptive technology.

Based on the above themes, the reviewed literature identified that there is a gap –
i.e., a lack of a solution for standards and/or governance-based interoperability
protocols between and among cloud computing, SOA and enterprise architecture
(Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6: State of art of literature on enterprise architecture, SOA
and cloud computing
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3.10

Research questions

Based on the above gap identified, a number of questions have been formulated
which have been articulated in Chapter 1 of this thesis.
3.11

Research framework

Using the questions listed in Chapter 1 and the identified gap, a research
framework has been developed as per Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Framework for the research on interoperability in cloud
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3.12

Conclusion

This chapter gives an overview of the reviewed literature. More specifically, it
outlines the latest industry practices in relation to the connection of enterprise to
multi-vendor cloud services. This is followed by an overview of the key academic
themes in migrating to cloud services by addressing current cloud interoperability
issues and identifying gaps. The key output of the chapter is a research framework
which has been used to create an architectural model. The thesis attempts to
address the gap by proposing to develop an innovative enterprise governancebased interoperability architectural model.
While a large number of peer-reviewed academic articles were reviewed, Figure
3.8 below summarises the core literature reviewed.
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Figure 3.8: List of core academic & industry literature reviewed
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4.
4.1

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Introduction

This chapter outlines the workflow entailed in creating an innovative governancebased architectural model proposed for this thesis. This innovative model is based
on design science methodology with use cases as artefacts to evaluate the model.
4.2

Workflow

The following workflow was used to achieve the development of this architectural
model.
Workflow Tasks
1.

Attend industry briefings followed by preliminary literature review.

2.

Validate the concept of convergence of cloud services, SOA and
enterprise architecture by further reading and submitting a conference
paper (Chapters 1 and 2).

3.

Design and distribute a sample survey to identify key issues that
selected agencies perceive as impediments to migrating to cloud
services.
This was followed by the acceptance of the analysis of the
results for publication and a presentation at the Australian Computer
Society conference in 2014 (Chapter 2).

4.

Conduct

full

literature

review.

Identification

of

gaps

in

interoperability for the convergence of cloud services, SOA and
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enterprise architecture.
Develop a research framework (Chapter 3). This is one of the
blueprints to highlight the path to identifying the gap and a way
forward to build a framework to undertake the research.
5.

Undertake a literature review to explore a science design
methodology to align and validate the planned innovative enterprise
governance-based architecture model.

6.

Develop a research methodology framework to validate the model
using a science design framework. (Chapter 4).

7.

Develop an innovative enterprise governance-based architectural
model for a seamless interoperation of enterprise systems in a multivendor cloud environment (Chapter 5).

8.

Validate the model against the science design methodology with a
number of implementation models which underpinned a number of
use cases (Chapter 6).

9.

For industry to evaluate the model, create a new questionnaire (an
artefact). This was designed and produced, and then cleared by the
University of Canberra Ethics Committee and distributed to elicit
expert opinions and this was followed by analysis of the collected
responses from the questionnaire (Chapter 7).

10

Document the key findings, contributions and limitations of the
research project and the limitations of the research (Chapter 8).
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4.3

Research method

Behavioural science and design science are two common methods used in
information systems (March and Smith, 1995). The behavioural science method
utilises theories or predications of human behaviours to develop models while the
design science focus is on the extension of the boundaries of human and
organisational capabilities by creating new and innovative models (Hevner, 2004).
Design science is defined as a problem-solving shift to an existing environment
(Denning, 1997). It attempts to create innovations that define ideas, practices,
technical capabilities, and products through which the analysis, design,
implementation, management and use of IS can be achieved (Tsichritzis, 1998).
This research utilises the four outputs of design research as advocated by March
and Simon (1995) to evaluate the created enterprise governance-based
architectural model:

4.4

x

constructs;

x

models;

x

methods; and

x

instantiations.
Design research outputs

1) Constructs are defined by March and Smith (1995) as a solutions domain. This
thesis develops an enterprise governance-based architectural model based on the
existing NIST model on a cloud computing architectural framework.
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2) Models are expressed in a set of statements expressing the relationship with the
construct as outlined by March and Smith (1995). This thesis develops three
implementation models of interoperability; namely, API gateway, an integrated
iPaaS, and an integrated iPaaS and API gateway hub.
3) Methods has been identified by March and Smith as a set of steps to perform
tasks. This thesis utilises use cases which is further leveraged by a set of universal
language models (UMLs) as a systems analysis technique to address this
component of the research design.
4) March and Simon define instantiations as ‘operationalised constructs, methods
and models’. The questionnaire to seek feedback on the enterprise governancebased architectural model is the eventual instantiations of the design research
output.
4.5

Mapping enterprise governance-based architectural model to cloud

computing reference architecture models (construct artefact)
There are number of cloud providers that deliver cloud services in the marketplace
but when it comes to architectural framework, vendors differ in their architectural
models/framework.
4.6

Using the NIST cloud computing architecture framework

For this research, the NIST Cloud Computing Architecture framework has been
used; details of this are covered in Chapter 5. The NIST model lists the following
components of the model:
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x

cloud consumer;

x

cloud auditor;

x

cloud provider;

x

cloud broker; and

x

cloud carrier.

The value in using reference architecture is that it provides consistency in such
aspects in terminology, deliverables and governance across an enterprise. The
enterprise governance architecture addresses all four components of this base
architecture.
The logical enterprise governance model is fully described in Chapter 5 of this
thesis.
4.7

Alignment of implementation models with the constructs

This thesis develops three implementation models as a subset of the base logical
model, which includes:
x

an API gateway model,

x

an iPaaS model, and

x

an integrated API gateway and an iPaaS model.

A full explanation of these three implementation models is given in Chapter 5 of
this thesis.
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4.8

Use of universal modelling language (UML) for validating a set of

tasks (Method)
The method used to validate the performance of the above models is demonstrated
in two stages, namely:
x

using UML-based modelling techniques, selected published use cases
were passed through implementation models; and

x

this was further enhanced by seeking feedback from experts in the field via
a survey questionnaire.

4.8.1

Validation of use cases

The following use cases were used to validate this architectural model:
x

end user to cloud;

x

enterprise to cloud to end user; and

x

enterprise to cloud to enterprise.

The research utilises UML activity diagrams to validate the following examples of
the above-listed use cases against the developed model:
x

end user to the cloud (e.g. accessing email);

x

enterprise to cloud to end user (e.g. publishing updates on users’ desktops);
and

x

enterprise to cloud to enterprise (e.g. downloading a report from a supply
chain system).
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4.8.2

Use of the survey questionnaire to validate the model

Industry feedback via a second survey forms the basis of Chapter 6.
4.9

Evaluation of the model from the feedback received

Chapter 6 of this thesis evaluates the responses received via the questionnaire
which were sought from industry and the academic research literature. The key
feedback has been that the enterprise governance-based architectural model does
provide a universal solution that is vendor independent while empowering
consumers of cloud services to create their own standards-based cloud requesting
platform services and cloud interoperability broker, thus minimising the
operational costs of enterprises and having a direct control on implementations.
The governance model will allow an enterprise to control and track how APIs get
exposed to different partners and developers and assist them to exploit the best of
the available standards-based APIs. Furthermore, enterprises addressing their
functional requirements, such as API security, API enablement and API
governance, will be able to disallow any compromises with cloud vendors.
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5.
5.1

ENTERPRISE GOVERNANCE ARCHITECTURE

Cloud computing reference architecture models

There are number of cloud providers that deliver cloud services in the marketplace,
but when it comes to architectural framework, vendors differ in their architectural
models/frameworks. Examples include the DMTF Cloud Service Reference
Architecture, IBM Cloud Computing Reference Architecture, NIST Cloud
Computing Reference Architecture, Cloud Security Alliance, CISCO Cloud
Reference Alliance, and IEFT Cloud Reference Framework.
For this research, the NIST Cloud Computing Architecture Framework is being
used as the reference architecture (Figure 5.1)

Figure 5.1: NIST cloud computing/architecture
The value in using reference architecture is that it provides consistency in
terminology, deliverables and governance across an enterprise. It also enables
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sensible reuse of capabilities. Based on this reference, this research has developed
a base architectural model which includes the convergence of enterprise
architecture, SOA and cloud services.
5.2

Architectural problem being addressed

Figure 5.2 below identifies gaps in the convergence of enterprise architecture,
SOA and cloud services and illustrates the problem being addressed that is an
integrated interoperability model for enterprise architecture, SOA and cloud
services. It is a component-oriented model, demonstrating an understanding of the
solution to be provided, with two distinct components; namely, a requesting
platform services and a cloud interoperability broker.

Figure 5.2: Identified gaps in the convergence of enterprise architecture,
SOA and cloud
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5.3

The interoperability of convergence architectural model/s:

The governance model has been developed in two stages. Stage 1 entailed
development of a conceptual model which then has been stretched to a logical
governance-based architectural model. The conceptual model is illustrated in
Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Conceptual model of enterprise systems and cloud services
The logical model developed includes the connection of enterprise systems to a
multi-vendor cloud ecosystem using enterprise APIs and protocols or emerging
standards-based protocols as part of requesting platform services and a cloud
interoperability broker. This logical architectural model has four horizontal layers
and one vertical layer (Figure 5.4). It provides a component-oriented structure
such that enterprises could use multiple vendors to deliver the enterprise preferred
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connections within multiple vendor cloud services at the same time, ensuring a
return on investment for existing enterprise standards. Furthermore, this model
will form a strong alignment with the enterprise architecture and its framework
and business operations.

Figure 5.4: Architectural model to allow multi-connectors and multi-vendors
5.4

Components of the architecture model

This model illustrated above utilises one vertical layer which includes registered
services and standards definitions, and four horizontal layers; namely, application
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zones; requesting platform e.g. SQL, SOA APIs and web services; cloud
interoperability brokers; and cloud providers.
5.5

Enterprise architecture and services register component

In this model, the enterprise architecture supports the registration services, which
are basically an identified list of services including APIs and protocols and
enabling technologies such as service oriented architecture, as well as legacy and
open standards-based protocols that a particular enterprise uses to support its
operations for the delivery of cloud services. These services need to be also
registered with the cloud vendors as unless they are included in service level
agreements with the vendors and/or registered in the Enterprise Register of
Services (ERS), services could not be released by a cloud vendor. Furthermore,
conditions apply as to where a service is required. Where a service is required, it
needs to be included in the service level agreement before it is released to the user.
Where a service is not in the ERS, and not in the service level agreement, it will
need to be created and registered by the enterprise architect and then forwarded to
the contracts department to register the services in the ERS and within the service
level agreements with the respective vendors.
5.6

Enterprise architecture and enterprise defined standards Component

(including clouds standards and enterprise defined Services)
The purpose of this component is to ensure that all standards defined by the
enterprise architecture are to be used in the deployment of cloud services within
the enterprise, irrespective of the vendor solution. This will ensure that vendor
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standards are not imposing on the enterprise architecture. The enterprise stipulates
the standards and enabling technologies that are held in the requesting platform
services that both the enterprise and cloud vendors must use for the delivery of
cloud services within a given enterprise.
The second purpose of this component is the use of defined services only. The
enterprise architect will define and list the services in the service directory; unless
the services are registered in the services directory, they will not be allowed to be
used. For this, enterprises will need to create a register of services which is linked
with the service level agreement for the agreed services with the respective cloud
vendors. Dynamic updates need to occur between the enterprise and vendor
services whenever the service level agreement gets updated with a new service.
5.7

Applications zones

Enterprises that use self-managed internet gateway services to manage network
traffic throughput also use classifications for zoning applications that use the same
standards and protocols, such as Web, SQL and service oriented architecture
applications. A similar zoning is proposed for this proposed architecture model.
This will provide a platform that will allow requests from a zone to go through
requesting platform services before exiting out of the enterprises through the API
gateway management service, the iPaaS integrator, or the hub that utilises both the
integrated services of API gateway and iPaaS.
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5.8

Requesting platforms

The requesting platforms are based on standards such as SQL, service oriented
architecture and Web. This research study has included the use of service oriented
architecture as a part of requesting platform services. Service oriented architecture
is an architecture that allows for the structuring of an application that goes through
identification of a number of functional units which can be reused many times for
the delivery of an application service. Web services provide developers with
methods of integrating. With the emergence of cloud computing, researchers are
finding a place for service oriented architecture in the transition of existing
applications to cloud services. This no doubt will be leveraged by the protocols
that emerged as part of the Web 2.0 technologies, especially those that had been
based on SOAP. SOAP utilises open source message transport protocol. Service
oriented architecture is also a business-driven IT architectural approach that
supports integrating a business as linked, repeatable tasks or services.
In using a requesting platform services, the enterprise architecture also stipulates
the governance component of the service level agreement including the fine grain
authorisation; that is, a user upon authentication is automatically granted access to
the services and the level of services. Variation of the access and access levels
need to be authorised by the enterprise chief architect.
5.9

Cloud multi-connectors

In this researched architectural model, in order for the convergence of the three to
occur, the service oriented architecture needs to be the focal point of connection to
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the vendor cloud. Service oriented architecture is a method for design,
deployment, and the management of both applications and the software on the
infrastructure, where all software is organised into business services that are
accessible and executable and where service interfaces are based on public
standards for interoperability (Blake & Wei 2010). Hence service oriented
architecture is one of the requesting platform services in the developed
architectural model.
The industry literature reviewed suggests that connection of enterprise systems to
cloud services can be managed via an API management gateway such as
Computer Associate’s Layers or iPaaS integrators such as Mule Soft ESB
(Enterprise Services Bus). However, the issue with both these solutions is that the
focus is external and does not address the interoperability within an enterprise –
this has been identified as a problem to be resolved by this research. Hence, the
development of requesting platform services will allow of control of APIs and
protocols and enabling technologies such as service oriented architecture. Since
the commencement of this research, industry offerings on the connectivity to
cloud have matured and there are three clear winners:
x

a model using an API management gateway;

x

a model using an iPaaS integrator such as Mule Soft (Gartner 2016 ) or
Informatics (Gartner 2016); and

x

an integrated model of the above two, where some of the applications
could use both of these models while others only one.
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While these vendor specific solutions address the issue of the interoperability at
least two of the domain, thus solving part of the identified gap, this research study
has made a major contribution in developing a research based architectural model
to include all three domains and this is a universal generic solution.
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5.10

API gateway management

To achieve cloud computing interoperability, the use of standardised API is of
high importance. API management software can be built in-house or purchased as
a service through a third-party provider like Mashery Inc., Apigee Corp. or
Computer Associates’ Layers. API management software tools automate and
control connections between an API and the applications that use it; ensure
consistency between multiple API implementations; monitor traffic from
individual applications; and protect the API security procedures and policies.
More specifically, functionality can be leveraged from an API management
gateway to convert enterprise application services into developer friendly REST
APIs and requesting platform services. Application services associated with
common service oriented architecture style generally employ simple object access
protocols (SOAP) whereas web devices rely on REST. The most effective API
management gateway solutions will include functionality for presenting
enterprises as REST. This entails using SOA in requesting platform services to
convert protocols such as SOAP to REST APIs. This is another significant feature
of using service oriented architecture as one of the enabling technology within a
requesting platform service.
Cloud APIs present a range of new and unique security challenges that go beyond
what enterprises have been used to dealing with when using web technologies.
However, traditional online security solutions do not cover all the potential threats
created by cloud API publishing. As such, specific API protocols need to be
implemented and supported by an API gateway as per the requirements of the
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enterprise, hence the need for the proposed architecture model to include the
architectural layer of requesting platforms which includes the APIs to be used by
an enterprise.
An API management gateway illustration (Figure 5.5) is how this research
envisages enterprises will connect to cloud.

Figure 5.5: Logical view of API management gateway architecture
5.11

Model with customised iPaaS integrator software

With this model, the enterprise invests in an iPaaS integrator that will manage the
search, release and confirm services required by the enterprise. Some of the
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functionality of an iPaaS includes bridging between a variety of connectivity
protocols, data/message delivery, data/message mapping and transformation, data
quality, routing, and adaptors for cloud-based and on premise applications, data
sources and technology.
While iPaaS integrators will provide seamless connection to multiple cloud
vendors, it does lack the independence the enterprises could have if they created
their individual gateway. However, there is the argument that the implementation
of an iPaaS integrator can be customised to maintain an enterprise’s standards and
protocols. Hence the research model proposes mandatory use of requesting
platform standards as stipulated by the enterprise architecture and the use of
customised iPaaS integrator software such as Mule Soft ESB. Figure 5.6
illustrates a logical view of the use of an iPaaS integrator services.

Figure 5.6: Logical view of iPaaS integrator architecture
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5.12

Enterprise hub

This model controls all aspects of cloud services offered to an enterprise. The hub
is owned by the enterprise and includes an enhanced integrated model where the
API management gateway and an iPaaS model (based on products such as Mule
Soft) are combined to provide the best services.
For this model to work, the zoning of applications is important, as each zone can
be allocated as to path it will follow; namely, whether to go via the API gateway
and/or via the iPaaS integrator software. Hence, the significance of the enterprise
hub is to allow applications to be directed to either the API gateway or to an iPaaS
integrator while still maintaining control of the requesting platform of standards to
be used by the vendor. Figure 5.7 illustrates the logical view of this part of the
model.
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Figure 5.7: An enhanced enterprise integrated architectural model
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6.

VALIDATION BY USE CASES

6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the validation of proposed cloud governance architecture with a
number of use cases developed is discussed. A use case, as previously stated in
this thesis, is a business operation that aligns business requirements to an ICT
implementation. System designers use a set of use cases to discover and
understand the requirements of a system to be built. Use case descriptions are a
formal method of documenting a business requirement/operation. A UML is a set
of modelling techniques ranging from a rich picture to a sophisticated modelling
tool such as state machine diagrams.
A set of cloud computing use cases at www.cloudsusecases.org has been put out
by the Cloud Computing Use Case Discussion Group. Three of the key use cases
stated in this discussion are:
x

end user to cloud;

x

enterprise to cloud to end user; and

x

enterprise to cloud to enterprise.

The research uses workflow charts to validate the following examples of the
above-listed use cases against the developed model:
x

end user to the cloud (e.g. accessing email);

x

enterprise to cloud to end user (e.g. publishing updates on users’ desktops);
and
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x

enterprise to cloud to enterprise (e.g. downloading a report from a supply
chain system).

6.2

Validation of the use case: accessing email

Figure 6.1: End user to the cloud e.g. accessing email
Figure 6.1 illustrates how an end user is able to access an email from cloud, using
this model. Requirements for this use case are:
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1.

The authentication service must be registered as a service being delivered

by the enterprise private cloud.
2.

The user must be registered to have access to the email service.

3.

All architecture components must be working, such as the email zone, the

requesting platform and the broker tier, to enable the successful transmission of
the request and the response.
6.3

Validation of end user to cloud to end user (e.g. publishing updates on

users’ desktops)

Figure 6.2: Enterprise to cloud to end user e.g. publishing updates on the
user desktops
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Figure 6.2 illustrates how an end user is able to access an email from cloud, using
the model. Requirements for this use case are:
1.

The user must be registered to request this service.

2.

The service must be registered in the Service Registry and in the service

level agreement.
3.

All architecture components must be working, such as the email zone, the

requesting platform and the broker tier to enable the successful transmission of the
request and the response.
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6.4

Enterprise to cloud to enterprise e.g. downloading a supply chain

report: A pre-set service

Figure 6.3: Enterprise to cloud to enterprise e.g. downloading a Supply
Chain Management report: a pre-set report
Figure 6.3 above illustrates how an end user is able to download a supply chain
report – a current service. Requirements for this use case are:
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1.

The system is set up correctly to trigger the download.

2.

The service must be registered in the Service Registry and in the service

level agreement.
3.

All architecture components must be working, such as the email zone, the

requesting platform and the broker tier, to enable the successful transmission of
the request and the response.
6.5

Conclusion

While an innovative enterprise governance-based architectural model has been
created for enterprise applications with multi-vendor connections, there are still
challenges that an enterprise has to face when migrating to a multi-provider cloud
model:
x

Provider challenges – The single most significant challenge that an
enterprise needs to address is to ensure that cloud providers accept the
concept of client (enterprise side) standards which an enterprise embodies
in their respective cloud interoperability broker and requesting platform
services.

x

Cultural challenges – The move to cloud computing services requires a
shift in mindset and IT department will need to lead this.

x

Technology challenges – An enterprise needs to undertake a thorough
review of APIs and protocols and the broker technologies to select the best
fit for a cloud interoperability broker segment. This is crucial as this
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determines the type and level of interoperability an enterprise will have.
To ensure this happens, enterprises will need to:
x

enforce enterprise defined cloud standards,

x

ensure short-term arrangements are made with the vendors thus
avoiding vendor locking,,

x

x

retain sufficient level of IT capabilities,

x

be realistic about legacy applications , and

x

persist with standard-setting efforts.

Disruptive technology – As per the literature reviewed, cloud services
have been classed as the disruptive technology of this century. Disruptive
technologies need be harnessed and aligned with business operations
which no doubt will have to be reengineered, as it was done 25 years ago
when the emergence of internet disrupted the business operations globally.
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7.

ANALYSIS OF THE FEEDBACK ON THE ENTERPRISE
GOVERNANCE-BASED ARCHITECTURAL MODEL IN
MULTI-VENDOR CLOUD SERVICES

7.1 Introduction
This chapter articulates and critiques the responses received from a second survey
which was designed to seek feedback from industry experts and academics. It also
reports the analysis of the results to establish the suitability of the developed
enterprise governance-based architectural model
7.2

Motivation

The key driver for the use of this survey was to establish the understanding and
the need for governance architecture for the provision of cloud services in a multivendor cloud ecosystem. It was also to validate that interoperability is an issue in
implementing cloud services and that enterprises need to govern and manage APIs
and standards used in deploying cloud services via governance architecture.
7.3.

Methodology for the survey

The following is the methodology that was adopted to obtain industry and
academia feedback.
1.

Survey 1: Readiness for cloud services

A sample survey carried out in August 2013 gave an overview of the significance
of interoperability when enterprises migrate to cloud along with the preferred
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services that the enterprises need and their preferred vendors. The survey also
provided insights for the enterprises to evaluate the cloud computing services on
offer against their respective requirements to ensure all organisational aspects
such as interoperability, data migration and security, service level agreement and
risk management are addressed during evaluation. Finally, the survey confirmed
that interoperability is perceived as an issue when migrating to cloud computing.
As referenced in Chapter 1, Dillion, Wu and Chang’s (2010) research points out
that the issue of interoperability has not yet taken centre stage, as large and
complex enterprises have not been drawn to the total migration of enterprise
systems to cloud services.
2.

Survey 2: Feedback on the developed enterprise governance-based

architecture model.
As a follow up, based on the academic and industry literature reviewed, a research
framework was developed (see Chapter 3). Based on the developed research
framework, a design research methodology was used to create an enterprise
governance-based architectural model for the connection of enterprise systems in
a multi-vendor cloud ecosystem.
The developed logical architectural model was validated using UML based use
cases adopted from a number of implementation models. The developed
architectural model was presented at a conference and then published in a journal
article at: http://www.jcomputers.us/vol11/jcp1102-09.pdf.
A questionnaire was designed and administrated to seek further feedback to
establish the significance of the research and the model created.
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7. 4

Questionnaire

The following questions were developed specifically for the purpose of this
survey:
1. How important is it to use a cloud computing architecture framework as your
guiding principles for the deployment of cloud in your enterprise?
x

Very important

x

Important

x

Not Important

x

Other (please specify).

2. Is interoperability of seamless connection to cloud services an issue for your
enterprise? If so what are the key interoperability issues you have?
3. If interoperability of seamless connections is an issue in your enterprise, how to
you expect to address such areas as:
x

Vendor locking

x

Incompatible vendor and enterprise APIs

x

Other interoperability issues.

4. Do you plan to use service oriented architecture as one of the requesting
platform technology to provide an enterprise-wide seamless connection to cloud
services?
x

Yes

x

No
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x

Other (please specify)?

5. Do you have any feedback on the use of service oriented architecture as part of
the governance model?
6. If you have given feedback in the previous question, can you run a use case
against the model provided? Please provide the following information in the
comments: The use case validated and the success or otherwise of the test.
7. Do you think there is role for the use of API gateway integration in your
implementation of cloud services to connect enterprise systems?
x

Yes

x

No

x

Other (please specify).

8. In your opinion, if there is a role for integrators when connecting to cloud
services, which of the following would you use in connecting to the cloud?
x

An iPaaS integrator such as Mule Soft

x

An API management gateway such as Cisco’s API gateway solution

x

An integrated solution utilising both

x

Other (please specify).

9. If you were not to use a governance-based architectural model to migrate to
cloud services, outline your alternative solution for the migration of your
enterprise systems to cloud services.
10. Would you use the governance-based architectural model based on requesting
platform services and brokers as documented on the posted link?
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x

Yes

x

No

x

Other (please specify).

11. Please use the space below to document your general comments on the
proposed governance architectural model to connect to cloud services.
7.5

Survey link

The following link has the questions that were asked of the survey population.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/SurveyonCloudConnection
7.6

Population of the survey

The survey was sent to selected academics and industry experts who were either
researching in the space of cloud interoperability or practising in the space of
integration in the provision of cloud services. Given the strategic nature of the
survey, the target population was small, but the responses still reflect the need for
enterprise architecture governance.
7.7

Analysis of the survey responses

The purpose of the questionnaire was to elicit the views of the academics and
industry practising consultants on the published enterprise architectural model
when enterprises migrate to cloud services. The responses provided will assist this
research to determine:
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x

the importance of a cloud computing architecture framework as a guiding
principle for the deployment of cloud in enterprises;

x

whether seamless connection to cloud services is an issue for enterprises
and, in particular, vendor locking, and incompatibility with vendors and
enterprise APIs;

x

vendor-locking issues;

x

use of service oriented architecture as one of the requesting platform
technologies to provide an enterprise-wide seamless connection to cloud
services;

x

use of service oriented architecture as part of the governance model;

x

the significance of service oriented architecture in a cloud architecture
model;

x

the role for API gateway integration in the implementation of cloud
services to connect enterprise systems;

x

the role for iPaaS integrators such as Mule Soft and API Management
Gateway such as CISCO API Gateway, and an integrated solution utilising
both;

x

an alternative governance-based architectural model to migrate to cloud
services; and

x

use of the governance-based architectural model based on requesting
platform services and brokers as documented on the posted link.
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7.7.1 Importance of cloud architecture framework
Almost 40% of the responses regarded the use of a cloud computing framework as
a guiding principle for the deployment of cloud in an enterprise (Figure 7.1) as
‘not important’. This is attributed to the fact that these responses were based on
their implementation experience with a single vendor solution.

Figure 7.1: Importance of cloud architecture framework
7.7.2

Interoperability

The comments received on seamless connection to cloud services are an issue for
enterprises. In particular, vendor locking demonstrates that there is incompatibility
with vendors and enterprise APIs. Currently, as standards are still in development,
practioners are using specific solutions as provided to them via their respective
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vendors for the deployment of cloud services to migrate specific business
processes to cloud services.
7.7.3

Vendor locking

The responses clearly indicate that deployment of cloud services has not taken
centre stage as yet, even though there has been some 40% uptake of cloud
implementation (Gartner 2015). The reason possibly could be that enterprises are
still in the pilot stages of their implementations of cloud as they are prototyping
only a specific business process with a single vendor. This further confirms that
enterprises are going through phases on their respective enterprise strategic
planning exercises and have not yet totally incorporated cloud implementation
standards within their respective architectures.
7.7.4 Use of service oriented architecture as one of the requesting platform
technology to provide an enterprise-wide seamless connection to cloud
services.
As shown in Figure 7.2, there is strong support for the use of service oriented
architecture as an enabling technology to converge with cloud services. However,
as more robust vendor-specific solutions to connect to cloud services emerge,
enterprises will be challenged to make a decision to align with vendors’ solutions
or take a stand on an enterprise governance-based architecture driven by an
integrated solution to migrate to cloud services in a multi-vendor cloud ecosystem.
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Figure 7.2: Service oriented architecture as an enabling technology
7.7.5 Use of service oriented architecture as part of the governance model.
Feedback indicate strong support for the use of service oriented architecture as
part of requesting platform services and a cloud interoperability broker unless
their enterprise was too small and their implementation was based on
implementation of a specific business process only. Current industry practice
tends to be more focused on the results of specific vendor solutions until
enterprise experience matures to migrate to an enterprise governed model.
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7.7.6

State the significance of service oriented architecture

Very few comments were received on this question as cloud computing and/or
cloud services architectural model is not really a priority for some enterprises as
their efforts and resources are directed to conducting a proof of concept and or
pilots to obtain clear results in preparation for their 3-5 cyclic ICT strategic
direction which is expected to include some operational cloud issues.
The responses on this survey question indicated the significance of using service
oriented architecture in connecting to cloud services. The SOACC architecture is
also in its infancy, and is being trialled under other integration projects.
7.7.7

Role for the use of API gateway integration in the implementation of

cloud services to connect enterprise systems.
Responses were not so strong on the implementation strategy of the API gateway
(Figure 7.3) and there could be number of reasons for this, including:
x

a lack of understanding of the API gateway services currently available
from such vendors as Computer Associates and Mule Soft;

x

more focus on a single implementation with a single vendor as a strategic
planning exercise at stage 1 of an enterprise.
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Figure 7.3: Role of API gateway
7.7.8 Preferred integration
Preferred integrators such as iPaaS integrator, Mule Soft, API Management
Gateway, and an integrated solution utilising both:
Some responses (Figure 7.4) indicate that enterprises were not driven by
architecture governance; others preferred a single vendor solution, while some
still prefer an integrated solution but indicate that they do not have sufficient
understanding of cloud deployment and the issue of interoperability and vendor
locking.
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Figure 7.4: Role of integrators
7.7.9 Alternative governance-based architectural model to migrate to cloud
services
The key comment was that an alternative governance-based architectural model
needs to include integration and be universally similar to the proposed model.
However, the responses indicated that a lack of a trial and/or a prototype of this
researched model make it difficult to assess.
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7.7.10 Use of the governance-based architectural model based on requesting
platform services and brokers as documented on the posted link.
The overall comment (Figure 7.6) was that while the solution has been developed
based on the identified gap with a level of validation, the solution needs to be
prototyped and piloted to gain industry confidence.
Additional comments stated that while the proposed architecture model is generic
enough to be understood in the context of using multi-vendor implementations, it
has not been fully implemented in a live environment. For this reason, future
projects will play a vital role in the acceptance of this innovative model by
industry.

Figure 7.5: Use of enterprise governance-based architecture
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7.8

Conclusions and contributions

This model will provide a working solution until emerging research both from
academics and industry develop further cloud interoperability solutions within a
multi-vendor cloud ecosystem.
Revisiting current industry practices in the deployment of cloud services and
interoperability issues in the provision of cloud services along with scanning of
the academic literature since 2013 indicates the following:
x

Academic literature has concentrated on highlighting the issue of
interoperability while waiting on the standards bodies to articulate and
promulgate the standards required for a seamless integration of cloud
services and enterprise systems.

x

Industry literature provides many a solution on the interconnection of
cloud services with service oriented architecture, but no generic solutions
have appeared for the convergence of service oriented architecture,
enterprise architecture and cloud services.

x

Enterprises have concentrated on the prototype, pilots and the
implementation of single vendor connections to cloud services to gain an
in-depth understanding and requirements of their respective strategic
planning. However, discussions with limited practioners indicate that the
next steps will be the inclusion of an enterprise governance-based
architectural model to include cloud services and its integration into
mainstream enterprise computing.
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8.

CONCLUSION: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS,

CONTRIBUTIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE PROJECTS
8.1

Introduction

This chapter articulates the summary of findings, contributions, limitations and
potential future projects of the research conducted.
8.2

Summary of findings

Current industry solutions via an API management gateway and/or via the use of
iPaaS integrators do not provide a complete solution for a seamless connection of
enterprise systems in a multi-vendor cloud services ecosystem. Furthermore, the
gap identified earlier confirmed that there is no proven academic literature to
resolve the lack of seamless interoperability of cloud services and enterprise
systems. In response to the identified gap, this research developed an innovative
enterprise governance-based architectural model to connect enterprise systems to
cloud services.
This model validates the interoperation between enterprise architecture and
service oriented architecture and cloud services via requesting platform enterprise
standards and protocols and via cloud interoperability brokers such as an API
gateway, iPaaS integrator, or both API and iPaaS integrator via an enterprise hub.
As such, the proposed model puts forth an enterprise governance-based
architectural model which includes a requesting platform of services component
and a cloud interoperability broker services components that allow the
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convergence of the three domains; namely enterprise architecture, service oriented
architecture and cloud services. Hence, this model caters and supports the
interoperation between enterprise architecture, enterprise systems and cloud
computing services.
Until further testing is carried out of the identified use cases via proof of concept,
it will be difficult to establish the cost of the provision of these services via this
model as well as its technical and operational feasibility. Thus, this proposed
architectural model also provides an opportunity to the research community to
validate their respective application use cases and provide comments and
feedback to the author.
A major contribution of this research is that it began as the development of an
innovative architectural model to solve interoperability issues of the convergence
of enterprise architecture, service oriented architecture and cloud services in
response to the gap identified in the research framework. However, its final
product is a creation of an innovative solution for enterprise systems to connect to
cloud services via inclusion of two key components which form the basis of a
vendor independent universal architectural model, thus empowering enterprises to
have governance over their interoperability issues.
8.3

Contributions

While Chapter 1 articulated the broad contributions of this thesis, this section
highlights the specific contributions made in the following areas:
x

a governance-based architecture model;
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x

a review of enterprise ICT architectures to include requesting platform
services, including protocols such as XML, Web 2.0 protocols, and open
source connectors in the delivery of cloud computing services;

x

a review of enterprise ICT architectures to include cloud interoperability
brokers such as API gateways and iPaaS integrators in the delivery of
cloud computing services;

x

common services to be deployed by enterprises;

x

business efficiencies;

x

other benefits to enterprises; and

x

service level agreements.

8.3.1

Conceptual model and governance-based logical architecture model

This research has made two major contributions to the body of knowledge of
cloud computing architectures to connect enterprise systems to cloud computing
services in a multi-vendor environment: a conceptual model and the extension of
the conceptual model to provide a logical architectural model. These models are
articulated in Chapter 5. Such a concept and governance-based architectural
models will provide the basis for a migration path to cloud computing services for
enterprises that already have established enterprise architecture and their need to
extend their service delivery with the deployment of cloud computing services,
and to those enterprises that are undertaking their three or five-year cycle of
strategic planning to incorporate cloud computing services in their respective
enterprise architectures.
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The research commenced by identifying the gap in the literature and industry
practice: a lack of interoperability of enterprise architecture, service oriented
architecture and cloud services. However, as the research progressed, it was clear
that the interoperability of service oriented architecture with cloud services in a
multi-vendor environment and enterprises to include requesting platforms services
including service oriented architecture and cloud interoperability broker.
8.3.2 Review of enterprise ICT architectures to include requesting platform
services in the delivery of cloud computing services
This research also contributes to the building of enterprise-wide requesting
platform services by identifying standards and protocols, and emerging enabling
technologies such as service oriented architecture and other web services, and
then using these as governance for the connection of enterprise systems to cloud
computing services. Furthermore, such resulting bundle of standards, protocols
and enabling technologies will assist with the building of robust service level
agreements.
8.3.3 Challenge for enterprise architects
This research also contributes to the redesign of enterprise architecture. With the
emergence of cloud services, enterprises will be forced to examine their existing
architecture framework and models to allow for seamless transactions when
utilising cloud services. In doing so, enterprises will need to link their enterprise
architecture framework and models to cloud services via requesting platform
services, indicate

that a transparent path is available for large and complex
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enterprises attempting to deploy cloud services . This will enable technologies
such as SOA to form one of the key requesting platform services.
An internal paper by Deloitte (2010) on cloud computing states the relevance of
enterprise architecture in cloud computing. According to Deloitte, enterprise
architecture will still have to govern how all system components work together to
support business. Without a coordinated plan, it will be difficult to deliver a
service over a whole network.
If proof of concept were to be conducted, it would enable the testing of protocols
within requesting platform services and the cloud interoperability broker. Where
the existing standards-based interoperability protocols fail to provide this
convergence, these protocols will need to be enhanced, if possible, to form a
governance-based enterprise architectural model. However, enterprises will need
to continue to investigate and develop other standards-based protocols based on
open source codes.
8.3.4 Common Services to be deployed by cloud computing
This study has contributed towards identifying some of the key business processes
that will likely to be migrated to cloud services. This was partially achieved from
the responses to the questionnaire sent out to some of the ACT ICT strategic
planners as outlined in Chapter 2.
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8.3.5

Business and ICT practices

Deployment of this innovative governance- based architectural model will also
highlight the required efficiencies in both business and ICT practices, in particular
the robustness of service level agreements when migrating to cloud computing. It
is the nature of disruptive technology to enforce business improvement and
business reengineering. As such, both of these business activities will become key
drivers for the uptake and deployment of cloud services in enterprises in the future.
Finally, as an emerging ICT trend, cloud services will become an architectural
challenge if not managed well by enterprises.
8.3.6 Other benefits to enterprises
It is expected this architectural model will demonstrate the benefits gained by
enterprises when deploying cloud services. Specifically, such benefits will
include:
x

a better alignment of business requirements and advocated enterprise
architecture;

x

a more agile and, at the same time, stringent life cycle of the cloud
services transacted; and

x

the potential for a tailored service level agreement between cloud services
providers and enterprises that have an established enterprise architecture
framework that manages the risk of migrating to cloud services.
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8.3.7

Service level agreements in cloud services

The provision of pay-as-you-go services by cloud computing service providers
exposes enterprises to vulnerabilities such as poor design and implementation of
service level agreements. As outsourcing of computing is accelerated with the
emergence of cloud computing services, enterprises will need to manage the risk
of overcharging and underservicing via continuous monitoring of the provision of
such services, going beyond service level agreements and creating their respective
quality of service standards.
Currently, there is no framework that allows customers to evaluate cloud offerings
and rank them based on their ability to meet their requirements. Garg (2013)
proposes a framework and a mechanism that measure the quality of cloud services.
Such a framework can make a significant impact and will create healthy
competition among cloud providers to satisfy their service level agreements.
8.4

Limitations of the research

There are a number of interoperability-related issues that have not been addressed
in the scope of this research.
8.4.1

General interoperability issues

As this research is based on a governance model, implementation models will
vary from enterprise to enterprise based on their respective legacy systems and
planned use of emerging technologies. As such, there are a number of
interoperability categories to consider, such as data interoperability, security
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interoperability, platform interoperability and management interoperability. The
focus of this research has been to create a model that will provide interoperability
of enterprise systems to cloud services. A proof of concept of this model can
potentially provide the fundamentals for the other interoperability issues such as
data and security.
8.4.2

Test the interoperability protocols such as XML, Web 2.0 protocols

and open source connectors
This innovative architectural model has been validated but has not been tested
with requesting platform services and cloud interoperability brokers. Such a test
will allow enterprises to confirm their preferred APIs and protocols when
migrating to cloud services.

One of the key issues that enterprises will be

presented with is the interoperability of cloud services within their respective
enterprise architecture. While there are standards and technologies that will enable
this operation, there is a lack of implementations to demonstrate such integration
and interoperability.
As such, this proof of concept will need to create and test the interoperation of
enterprise architecture and service oriented architecture, by setting up an
enterprise architecture repository of services based on an enterprise architecture
framework. This repository will then publish services to directory services which
in turn will call the services from a cloud service.
An overview of the interoperation scheme between service-based protocols and
cloud computing is illustrated in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Services as used in interoperation of cloud services and
enterprise architecture
8.5

Future projects

The following are some the projects that could be leveraged from this research:
8.5.1

Proof of concept

One of the major projects could be a proof-of-concept study to validate the
governance model via prototyping the use cases identified in the research under
the three implementation models.
The results of the proof of concept will give a better understanding of how best to
link the services between and among cloud computing, requesting platform
services and cloud interoperability brokers, and enterprise architecture, thus
setting up the convergence paths that best meet the requirements of an enterprise.
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The focus for the proof-of-concept prototype development could be on testing a
set of protocols, use cases and software tools and middleware connectors to be
included in the requesting platform services and brokers to be part of the cloud
ecosystem. Market researchers and analysts are articulating that currently there is
huge market scope for such cloud brokerage and middleware services for assisting
different types of enterprises with disparate enterprise architecture models and
service oriented architecture architectures to migrate to cloud deployments. For
such scenarios, the proposed middleware connectors can provide proper mapping
to standards compliance protocols for convergence of interoperability of the
disparate entities and will assist enterprises to migrate to cloud services.
Potential exists with the Microsoft Azure platform and other open source platform
tools, especially Mule Soft ESB (http://www.mulesoft.com/) development suite,
to conduct this proof of concept. Mule Soft is a lightweight Java-based ESB and
integration platform that allows developers to connect applications quickly and
easily, enabling them to exchange data. Mule ESB enables easy integration of
existing systems regardless of the different technologies used by the applications,
including JMS, web services, Java database connectivity, hypertext transfer
protocol and more. Mule ESB includes a set of capabilities called Mule Cloud
Connect, enabling the integration of enterprise data and applications seamlessly
with SaaS and cloud-based web applications. These capabilities include a set of
out-of-the-box cloud connectors for popular cloud, SaaS, and Web 2.0 providers
(e.g., Amazon Web Services, Salesforce.com and Facebook), as well as providing
an easy way for users to create their own cloud connectors. In addition, native
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REST support allows users to publish and consume REST services easily and
seamlessly using Mule. Finally, AJAX/JavaScript integration enables developers
to access enterprise data directly from a browser-based application without
requiring heavyweight server-side infrastructure.
8.5.2

Industry benchmark

According to Simon (1996), generating research material that will evolve to new
refined arterial testing will assist enterprises to benchmark. As such, it will
provide feedback or use the base model to recreate future models and artifacts.
Grossman (2009) is of the opinion that cloud computing’s usage-based pricing
model offers several advantages, including reduced capital expense, a low barrier
to entry, and the ability to scale up as demand requires, as well as to support brief
surges in capacity. Secondly, cloud services enjoy the same economies of scale
that data centres provide. By providing services at the scale of a data centre, it is
possible to provide operations, business continuity, and security more efficiently
than

can

be

done

when

providing

these

services

(http://www.academia:edu/2022969/ the case for cloud computing).
For this reason, the unit cost for cloud-based services is often lower than the cost
if the services were provided directly by the organisation itself. Finally, cloudcomputing architectures have proven to be very scalable; for example, cloudbased storage services can easily manage a petabyte of data, whereas managing
this much data with a traditional database is problematic.
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Han (2009) presents a cloud service selection framework in the cloud market that
uses a recommender system which helps a user to select the best services from
different cloud providers that matches user requirements. The recommender
system recommends a service based on the network quality of service and virtual
machine platform factors of different cloud providers. The experimental results
show that cloud service recommender systems can effectively recommend a good
combination of cloud services to consumers. Hence, a benchmark taken across a
number of recent industry implementations against a proof of concept of the
developed governance-based architectural model is worth considering. It is not
only a major research project; it will also provide the fundamentals of further
critical research such as data and security in cloud services.
8.5.3

Data and security in cloud services

Suggested future projects could also use the prototype to set up security, data and
data analysis research projects, particularly if these projects align with the
benchmarked projects.
8.5.4

Implementation strategy/plan

Of all the projects, an implementation strategy and plan for the prototype of the
developed architectural model is the first significant task towards the progress of
any future research.
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8.6

Conclusion

While the industry has moved to providing solutions, the academic literature still
remains weak, particularly in the area of interoperability and the migration to
cloud services.
Since the commencement of this research, a number of advances have been made
by the industry; namely:
x

increased uptake of cloud computing by customers;

x

increased uptake in vendor-specific architectural solutions of cloud
services; and

x

enterprises are more willing to invest in cloud deployment services.

8.6.1 Increase in uptake of the cloud computing by the customers
The uptake of cloud computing amongst Australian enterprises has increased as
reported by Telsyte (2015). Telsyste’s study on Australian infrastructure and
cloud computing found the total value of public cloud infrastructure set up is
expected to reach $650 million by 2018, up from $305 million in 2014.
According to Telsyte’s study, apart from interoperability, security and data were
identified as other two key obstacles for the migration of cloud computing
services. This is also highlighted in the responses to the first survey conducted for
the purpose of this research study as documented in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
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8.6.2 Increase in the uptake of vendor-specific architectural solutions
Vendors have moved towards creating proprietary solutions on the delivery of
cloud services while at the same time using some of the standards as they become
available. For this reason, enterprises need to outlay resources to harness their
computing services to ensure that there is governance in service level agreements
with such vendors and to have sound understanding of their business operational
requirements for the use of standards-based APIs and protocols. Furthermore, to
avoid expenditure associated with vendor locking and to ensure there is alignment
of business operations with cloud computing implementation, enterprises will
need to adopt governance-based architectural models
8.6.3 Enterprises are more willing to invest in cloud deployment services
The main reason for enterprises to migrating to cloud computing is perhaps to
shift their computing expenditure to operational expenses as opposed to capital
expenditure. The significance of this is that cloud computing services allow
enterprises to use the resources needed without taking care of peak periods. This
is due to the elasticity that the cloud services provide. However, elasticity alone
will not make a huge financial impact on enterprises that migrate to cloud services.
Cost effectiveness can only be achieved if it is accompanied by sound enterprise
governance-based architectural models.
End
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